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1.

Apologies
An apology from Clr C J Brooks has been received.

2.

Declaration of Interests
Members are reminded of the need to be vigilant to stand aside from decision making when a
conflict arises between their role as a member and any private or other external interest they might
have.
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3. Marlborough Marine Futures
(Clr Hook) (Report prepared by Alan Johnson)

C230-001-M03

Purpose
1.

To provide an update on the Marlborough Marine Futures initiatives and seek Council endorsement
of a revised project proposition for 2017.

2.

Eric Jorgensen will provide a presentation to the Committee. (5 minutes).

Background
3.

The Marlborough Marine Futures initiative was set up in 2012 through the Marlborough Sounds
Integrated Management Trust. Marlborough Marine Futures are a citizen lead organisation which is
set to enable a coordinated community response to caring for our marine environment.

4.

Marlborough Marine Futures is managed by five trustees and has a wide ranging stakeholder
membership. The overarching mandate for the group is to help support a better future for the
marine environment essentially by providing a forum to;
•
•
•
•
•

engage citizens and stakeholders
create connection and coordination
get people to care
support tangata whenua iwi
reduce costs and tension

5.

Marlborough Sounds Integrated Management Trust has approved Council funding for the
Marlborough Marine Futures initiative of $61,500 for 2016/17 and $54,000 in 2017/18.

6.

Since the formation of Marlborough Marine Futures a number of citizen lead workshops and forums
have occurred in essence to set up the foundations of the Group while progress has also been
made with coordinating stakeholders, and providing a platform for the community to be better
informed about marine issues and potential solutions. An update on the events undertaken by the
group can be found on (http://www.marlmarinefutures.co.nz/)

7.

The Trustees have completed a recent review of projects in light that the broader situation has
changed since they updated Council in early 2016 and subsequently when Council approved the
grant.

8.

The Trust is now proposing a revised value proposition for Council to consider a number of
projects. The Marlborough Marine Futures value proposition for 2017 is attached. (Refer Appendix
1).

Summary
9.

The Marlborough Marine Futures was set up in 2012 and lead by the community with a passion to
better integrate and increase cohesion between all parties involved in the marine environment.

10.

Council provided some funding assistance to the Marlborough Sounds Integrated Management
Trust for formation of the Marlborough Marine Futures initiative.

11.

The situation has changed and Marlborough Marine Futures is now seeking Council approval for
some changes to their projects and deliverables.

RECOMMENDED
1.

That the information be received.

2.

That Council consider Marlborough Marine Futures value proposition for 2017.
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Appendix 1
8/12/2016

Marlborough Marine Futures revised value
proposition for 2017
1.

Context

The Marlborough District Council has granted funds to the Marlborough Sounds Integrated
Management Trust for 2016 and 2017 to operate the Marlborough Marine Futures project.
Since the grant was made the situation has changed and project revisions need Council approval before
the Trust commences with work in 2017.
Since the grant was made:
1. The Marlborough Environment Plan was notified and stakeholders are engaged in submissions
and cross submissions;
2. The marine farming section of the Plan was removed and a collaborative multi-sector working
group is being established to develop provisions for aquaculture;
3. A working group has developed a Ministerial Advice paper for salmon farming in the Sounds on
the request of central government;
4. The Government has not proceeded with proposals for a new Marine Protected Areas Act that
would make the Sounds a recreational fishing park, but has not taken the proposal off the table;
5. The Ministry for Primary Industries has expressed interested in multi-species, multi-sector
management for fisheries the top of the South Island;
6. The scallop fishery has been closed;
7. The Sustainable Seas Science Challenge has become active in the region;
8. Earthquakes have affected coastal environments in the south of the region.

2.

Analysis

The Trust is committed to integrated management of the marine environment as a whole. Proceeding
with the whole, however, would require mandating from decision makers (MDC, MPI, DOC, and iwi) that
is currently lacking. Therefore, intermediate steps are required.
Under its broad goal of sustaining the productive base of the marine environment, the Trust is
committed to four outcomes and two of these can be progressed in the first half of 2017.
The four outcomes are:
1. Fishing for abundance rather than depletion;
2. Protecting the treasures of the marine environment for present and future generations;
3. Sustaining the relationship of tangata whenua with their marine environment;
4. Protecting the productivity of the marine environment.
While not well integrated, the range of science and policy processes underway (listed in the Context
above) offer opportunities to achieve these outcomes. Currently conditions are right to work on
fisheries and environmental management and their integration. Clarifying tangata whenua interests can
only occur when iwi are ready to engage. Although ,through the RMA, MDC has a significant role in
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protecting marine areas this matter, along with protecting marine species, needs clarity around central
Government intentions for its’ Marine Protected Areas Act.
Staff of the MDC see an opportunity for MMF project to increase cohesion in marine environmental
interests to improve the capacity for engagement in planning processes. The Trust can provide
coordination and connection, but cannot claim to speak for diverse interests.

3.

Revised value proposition

The Trust will increase cohesion, connection and coordination in resolving issues facing the Marlborough
marine environment. To achieve this it will:
4. Promote a regional fisheries process jointly with MPI that leads to integrated multi-sector,
multi-species management;
5. Support development of a technical advisory group that brings together the marine research
sector involved in Marlborough into a cohesive whole that can underpin a Marlborough marine
research strategy;
6. Coordinate marine environmental interests in engagement with Marlborough resource
management planning and decision making;
7. Provide conduits for information dissemination to the wider public and stakeholders;
8. Ensure that the need for integration of the whole is not lost while focusing on the parts.

9.

Deliverables

By 30 June 2017 the MMF project will deliver at least:
1. Three newsletters;
2. Three public forums covering policy, science, fisheries and management of the marine
environment;
3. An up to date website;
4. Coordination of a regional integrated fisheries planning;
5. Process and information connecting marine environmental interests in the region;
6. Ongoing connection with the Te Tau Ihu regional fisheries forum.

10. Finances
As the Trust has exhausted its current funds and has been operating on donations from Trustees and its
contractors, should Council support the tactical approach outlined above, we request release of the
allocated funds from MDC to allow the actions to be commenced as soon as possible.
Eric Jorgensen
Chair
Marlborough Sounds Integrated Management Trust
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4. Blenheim Business Association
(Clr Fitzpatrick) (Report prepared by Jamie Lyall)

C230-001-B04

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to update the Committee on progress that the Blenheim Business
Association (BBA) has made over the last 10 months and to a present a ‘Marlborough Mile’
concept which aims to add vibrancy to the Blenheim CBD.

2.

A 10 minute presentation will be made from members of the BBA. (10 minutes).

Background - BBA
3.

In November 2015 a steering group of local business owners and managers, in conjunction with
the MDC Smart and Connected programme undertook to implement a “Business Improvement
District” (BID). This would have seen all property owners and businesses in the CBD contributing
financially towards a formalised group to promote and develop the CBD in line with a strategic plan.
Unfortunately, the group was unsuccessful in achieving the numbers required to get the BID
approved.

4.

The steering group decided that there was sufficient momentum to continue on a voluntary basis
and the Blenheim Business Association was formed at a special general meeting on 25 February
2016. The Committee comprised a total of 13 from various industries and interest groups from
within the CBD. The first official meeting was held on 9 March 2016. Jamie Lyall from Council
attends BBA meetings which are generally held the first Wednesday of the month.

5.

The BBA goal for 2016/2017 has been to achieve a level of credibility that will allow the BBA to
revisit a more robust funding method in the form of another “BID”, in some shape or form in the
future.

6.

Since March 2016 the following has been achieved.
a)

May 2016 – BBA launch event held with a voluntary membership/subscription sought,
update on CBD upgrade work and launch of our “Beers and Ideas” concept (brain storming
sessions).
Submission made to the annual plan achieved funding from Council to assist with developing
a role for a paid coordinator.

b)

July 2016 – First “Beers and Ideas” held to look and discuss the town’s identity. Concept of
the Marlborough Mile was developed from here. The aim of this is to engage with
Marlborough industry and to help tell the Marlborough Story into the CBD in a fun and
interactive way.

c)

August 2016 – Engaged Mark Shaw from Social Guy to develop a new website for the BBA
which was completed prior to Christmas.

d)

September – Engaged an urban designer to help with designing the proposed Marlborough
Mile to enable it to be put into a presentable form for Council and Industry.

e)

“Beers & Ideas” held to discuss Christmas in the CBD, Communications and CBD access.

f)

Submission made to Council Marlborough Environment Plan in relation to the CBD.

g)

October 2016 – Committee formed from retailers in the CBD to formalise ideas for Christmas
2016.
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h)

November 2016 – Advertised for a BBA “Administrator/Coordinator” to do a lot of the
leg-work on projects, further develop membership and communicate to members. Caroline
Stone has now formally been appointed to the role, starting in January 2017 for a six month
period (initially).

i)

March to December - CBD Upgrade Committee. Comprises Tim and Hamish Thomas,
Michael Fitzpatrick, Robert Hutchinson and Rosie Bartlett both from Council to work on an
ongoing basis with plans for upgrading the CBD. Work has been completed on Bythell Place
with plans being finalised for the redevelopment of Market Square, Alfred Street town
entrance and town gateway projects.

j)

March to December 2016 – Engaged with the following over various matters. These include.
i.

Mayor and Council staff

ii.

Quentin Davies – Gascoigne Wicks, provided assistance with developing the
constitution for the BBA as well as assisting with the submission to the Marlborough
Environment Plan.

iii.

Tracy Johnson – Destination Marlborough, Katrina Lange – Marlborough 4fun,
Chris Shaw – Saint Clair Half Marathon.

iv.

Nicola Coburn – MEX

7.

July to December 2016 – New E-mail Newsletters produced and sent to existing database which
comprises approximately 340 recipients.

8.

December 2016 – The retailers group formed in October decided it wanted to make the CBD more
festive looking this year, as well as having something to draw people into the CBD. Given this is an
important time for retail trading the BBA wanted to support the CBD retailers with our efforts. This
was achieved by doing the following.

9.

a)

25 Christmas trees made from recycled wine barrels, decorated by Marlborough Schools.
MEX ran a competition around this on Facebook for the 12 days of Christmas, with prizes
supplied by Marlborough businesses. This reached between 8000-9000 people each
Facebook post.

b)

Nine Giant White Reindeer, scattered around the grassed/parks areas of town. Hugely
successful and a lot of interest was created on Social Media, with some businesses using
them to promote competitions. This project also drew in community groups such as the
building class at NMIT and Department of Corrections. A giant Christmas Bauble was also
constructed but unfortunately succumbed to the Christmas festive spirit within 24 hours of
being displayed.

c)

Santa’s Letter Box attracted over 250 letters of which approximately 200 were replied to via
e-mail from the BBA.

January 2017 will start with a planning session to map out the next 12 months and prioritise the
BBA’s work for the year ahead. An article produced for Business South magazine is to be
published in March.

Marlborough Mile
10.

The Marlborough Mile is a concept that leverages off the urban design work completed by
Urbanismplus aimed at revitalising Blenheim’s Town Centre. The BBA commissioned Aiken-Taylor
Design to prepare a concept that the BBA propose to present to Council at the meeting. The
concept is about creating spaces that reflect Marlborough industries and history and linking them in
a loop within the confines of central Blenheim.
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Summary
11.

The BBA continue to support the BID approach to managing and improving Blenheim’s CBD. In the
near future the goal of the BBA is to obtain credibility with Blenheim businesses to provide
examples of what can be achieved from a united and well-funded effort for the Blenheim CBD.

12.

Over the last 10 months the BBA has achieved a number of things including submitting on the
Marlborough Environment Plan, implementing a CBD Christmas theme, engaging with a wide
number of industry groups and appointing a BBA co-ordinator.

13.

The BBA are seeking confirmation that the ‘Marlborough Mile’ concept is acceptable to Council
before they proceed to the next level of design and costing.

RECOMMENDED
No recommendation pending discussion.
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5. Marlborough Research Centre Performance Indicators
(Clr Hook) (Report prepared by Neil Henry)

E100-011-01

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to recommend a new group of performance indicators that
Marlborough Research Centre will report to Council.

Background
2.

Marlborough Research Centre (MRC) is an independent science based research organisation
working with Marlborough’s primary industries – farming, winegrowing, other horticulture,
aquaculture and forestry. Their aim is to improve all forms of production to help grow the
Marlborough economy and beyond.

3.

Council has provided financial support to Marlborough Research Centre since its inception in 1984.
The core grant provided to MRC until 2015/16 was $110,000 per annum and this amount was not
annually adjusted for CPI. Also, an in-kind contribution for vineyard ground rent at Grovetown is
provided by Council. Additional funding was provided for the three financial years of 2013/14 to
2015/16 to MRC for the Food and Beverage Innovation Cluster.

4.

Council appoints a representative to the MRC Board. Clr Mark Peters was appointed as the
representative of Council in October 2016.

5.

MRC present their Annual Report to Council each year. The report was presented to the Regional
Planning and Development Committee in September 2016. In addition, the following measures are
reported on:
a)

b)

6.

Long Term Plan
i.

Resident satisfaction with Research Centre (measured as part of Council’s annual
resident satisfaction survey)

ii.

Number of published research papers

Marlborough Food and Beverage Cluster (since 2013/14)
i.

Combined economic outcomes of cluster participant companies (investment,
employment, revenue growth, profitability)

ii.

Cluster sustainability (number of participants, funding, ability to continue to operate)

A decision was made at the 2016-17 Annual Plan deliberations in June 2016 to increase MRC
funding to $250,000 per annum, annually adjusted for CPI. The in-kind contribution for ground rent
continues.

Comments
7.

The increase in funding of MRC was not tagged for a specific purpose, which gives the MRC Board
the ability to allocate the Council funding towards operation of the centre and to ventures that will
assist Marlborough’s economy.

8.

Consequently, it is proposed that MRC’s performance indicators are revised. Discussions have
taken place with MRC and a group of proposed indicators were agreed for Council’s consideration.

9.

The proposed indicators are as follows:
a)

July each year
i.

Report to Council confirming annual research allocations approved by MRC Board
and Trust
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b)

August each year
i.

c)

Report to Council staff on any LTP performance indicators relating to the preceding
financial year for inclusion in the Annual Report

November each year
i.

Present annual audited report on MRC activities in research programme outcomes,
MRC operations and new regional growth initiatives.

Refer to Appendix 1 for notes and key reporting areas.
10.

The first report will be provided in July 2017 covering the 2017/18 proposed research allocations.
The 2016/17 MRC annual report will be provided in November 2017.

Summary
11.

MRC is an independent science based research organisation focusing on working with
Marlborough’s primary industries.

12.

Council increased its funding to MRC in 2016-17 from $110,000 p.a. to $250,000 p.a. Annual CPI
adjustments will also be made to MRC funding.

13.

The reporting of performance by MRC has been reviewed as a result of this increased funding, and
a new set of indicators are proposed

RECOMMENDED
That the proposed Performance Indicators for MRC (and as per Appendix 1) are agreed as follows:
a)

July each year
i)

b)

August each year
i)

c)

Report to Council confirming annual research allocations approved by MRC Board
and Trust

Report to Council staff on any LTP performance indicators relating to the
preceding financial year for inclusion in the Annual Report

November each year
i)

Present annual audited report on MRC activities in research programme outcomes,
MRC operations and new regional growth initiatives.
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Appendix 1
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6. 2017-18 Annual Plan: Consultation Plan
(Clr Dawson) (Report prepared by Glyn Walters and Neil Henry)

F230-A17-02

Purpose
1.

To agree the proposed public consultation process for the Annual Plan 2017-18.

Background
2.

Councils are required to prepare and adopt an Annual Plan (AP) for each financial year (Local
Government Act (LGA), s95) and must consult the public to give effect to the Special Consultative
Procedure before adopting the Plan. Recent changes to the LGA mean that consultation is not
required if the proposed AP does not include significant or material differences from the content of
the Long Term Plan (LTP) for that financial year.

3.

A number of New Zealand councils decided last year not to formally consult on their 2016-17
annual plans. This approach worked best when the possibility of consultation not occurring had
been canvassed as part of their previous year’s LTP process. As this Council did not discuss this
possibility then, and councillors appeared generally happy with last year’s consultation process,
staff have progressed plans to again publish a CD this year.

4.

The purpose and content of the CD as described in the LGA is:
a)

Purpose: to identify significant or material differences from the LTP in the proposed AP, to
explain them in a manner that can be readily understood, and to initiate discussions between
Council and its community.

b)

Content: must explain: the differences from the LTP, including variations from financial or
funding impact statements; new spending proposals, including the costs and how they will be
met; proposals to substantially delay or not proceed with a significant project; and also
outline the consequences of these issues.

5.

The CD must be presented in a concise and simple manner, and must not contain or attach a draft
of the AP, a full draft of any policy or other detailed information. Any supporting documents
containing information relied on in the plan must be made available, and this information must be
adopted.

6.

Last year, the following annual plan consultation methods were used:
a)

Print and distribution of a CD summary to all households via the local newspaper

b)

Print copies of the full CD made available at Council offices and libraries

c)

Publishing a public notice in the newspaper

d)

Publishing media releases and radio advertising

e)

Providing copies of the CD to Councillors to distribute to their communities

f)

Councillors available at markets, supermarkets and libraries to discuss the proposals with
the public

g)

Presentations to community groups and stakeholders.
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7.

The consultation process key dates are:

New rates
effective
from 1 July
2017
Council
considers 201718 Annual Plan
Budget
– 23 February
2017

2017-18
Consultation
Document
adopted for
consultation –
6 April 2017

Consultation
Document
Submissions
open 6 April
2017

Annual Plan
adopted and
rates set for
2017-18 rating
year
- 29 June 2017

Council
considers
Consultation
Document
submissions on
- 12 June 2017

2017-18
Annual
Plan
Process

Consultation
Document
Submissions
close - 10 May
2017

Consultation
Document
Submission
hearings 6 - 8
June 2017

Comments
8.

The following consultation is proposed, on the basis that Council decides there are significant or
material differences to the adopted LTP 2015-25:

Activities

When

Consultation Document
1.

Made available in Council offices, libraries, on the website and
on request

After 6 April 2017

Public awareness
2.

Public notice published

6 April 2017

3.

Media releases outlining proposals, opportunities for
submission published in local newspapers

March to May 2017

4.

Radio advertising

During submissions period

5.

Paid newspaper advertising (the Council pages) outlining CD
proposals, opportunities for submission

March-May 2017
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Activities
Facebook and Twitter – reminders linking to submission
documents online

6.

When
During submissions period

Opportunities for Councillors to meet the public
8.

Public libraries

During submissions period

9.

Markets, supermarkets, etc

During submissions period

10.

Community meetings

During submissions period

11.

Consultation with Iwi

Dates to be confirmed.

9.

This proposed list of actions is similar to the approach to consultation for the 2015-25 LTP, except:
a)

The CD will be significantly shorter than the one produced for the LTP. This is because:
•

the content requirements are different e.g. no requirement on infrastructure or financial
strategy summaries, and

•

the level of detail required is less for the AP consultation document, e.g. no
requirement for discussion of options, except for any significant items that are deemed
to be ‘amendments to the LTP’.

Consequently, the CD will likely be a significantly shorter document and a summary
document may not be required.
b)

10.

Councillors may also wish to make themselves available at public places such as
supermarkets to discuss AP issues with the community.

Those submitters who request it will be able to present their views to Council at the Annual Plan
hearings from 6 to 8 June, with decisions made by Council on 12 June. The final Annual Plan will
be adopted at the Council meeting on 29 June.

Summary
11.

Recent changes to the LGA mean that whilst councils are required to adopt an Annual Plan,
consultation is only required if there are significant or material differences from the content of the
LTP for the financial year to which the proposed AP relates.

12.

An assessment has been made of the items that will be included in the forthcoming Budget agenda
for the Council meeting on 23 February, and the proposals, if agreed, are deemed to be significant
or material, so consequently preparations are being made for the production of a CD.

13.

The consultation period, if required, will take place from 6 April to 10 May 2017.

14.

A CD, if required, will be produced in accordance with the requirements of the LGA.

RECOMMENDED
That the proposed 2017-18 Annual Plan Consultation Plan is adopted.
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7. Economic Development and Events Update
(Clr Hook) (Report prepared by Neil Henry)

E100-001-01

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to update the Committee on the activities of the economic
development and commercial events team.

Background
2.

3.

4.

5.

Council’s economic development and commercial events team comprises the following four main
activities:
a)

Marlborough Smart and Connected

b)

Smart Business Marlborough

c)

Small Townships Programme

d)

Regional Events Advisor

Marlborough Smart and Connected is a tool to assist the Marlborough community and industries
to think strategically and work together to develop their own resources to achieve sustainable and
effective economic development over the long term. Hundreds of people have participated in the
process, and many remain involved with steering and/or working groups. Three communities and
four industry leadership groups have been established to date:
a)

Community: Havelock, Picton and Renwick

b)

Industry: Wood sector, Visitor Economy, Blenheim CBD and Aquaculture

Council undertakes a number of actions targeted at assisting business growth and development
under the ‘Smart Business Marlborough’ banner. These actions are:
a)

Development enquiries – Council offers a single point of contact for the co-ordination of
commercial and industrial enquiries through Council’s various functions. Independent advice
is also provided to facilitate these enquiries in some cases, as is links to external business
support services.

b)

Business Trust Marlborough – Council is a significant funder of this organisation that
provides advice to start-up or growing businesses and business mentors, and also links to
other advice providers.

c)

Access to timely, up to date statistical information about the Marlborough economy and
community, via the Infometrics web platform.

d)

Supporting international economic and education connections, including sister region
relationship with the Chinese wine region of Ningxia; and attracting international students to
study in Marlborough via the Education Nelson Marlborough partnership.

e)

Supporting the adoption of Only Marlborough by local businesses, Council and community
organisations.

The Small Townships Programme is aimed at upgrading amenities in the small towns that were
identified in the Council’s Growing Marlborough strategy. The programme has two parts, the
Township Plan and the Contestable Fund and a sub-committee of Councillors is tasked with
allocating the funding. The purpose of the programme is to:
a)

Design a liveable town with an attractive central space
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6.

7.

b)

Allow freedom of movement, connectivity and accessibility

c)

Strengthen a sense of place and unique identity

d)

Enhance the use, enjoyment and pride in outdoor public spaces.

The Regional Events Advisor role supports the development of the events sector in Marlborough
to ensure it maximises the economic return to the region, guided by the Regional Events Strategy.
The main activities carried out by the Adviser are:
a)

Development and overseeing the implementation of the Regional Events Strategy

b)

Marlborough Follow-Me Events Calendar and event brochures

c)

Managing the Commercial Events Fund and assisting its sub-committee.

d)

Identifying and executing bid opportunities

e)

Supporting local event managers

Council also provides funding for other economic development activities that are delivered by
external partners:
a)

Marlborough Research Centre – focused on primary sector research and value adding
activity, including the Food and Beverage Innovation Cluster

b)

New Zealand Research Institute of Viticulture and Oenology ‘NZRIVO’ – recently announced
centre for NZ wine research, based in Marlborough

c)

Destination Marlborough – Trust responsible for marketing Marlborough as a visitor
destination, including Business Events (conventions and conferences)

Comments
8.

Updates on the four main activities of the team will be made over two committee meeting cycles,
usually two activities at each meeting.

9.

Marlborough Smart and Connected (S+C)
a)

b)

Havelock community:
i.

The partnership of MDC, HCA and the Link Pathway Trust is working well on the
Havelock walkway and a survey of boundaries for the section from Queen Charlotte
Drive to Inglis Street will be undertaken in February.

ii.

An overview presentation about the Havelock Community Association will be given by
Hans Neilson at this meeting. Hans will be covering the history of Havelock Smart
and Connected, what has been achieved, governance and aspirations for the future.
This is the first of a series of presentations that will be given by Smart and Connected
groups to Council throughout the year.

Picton community:
i.

A meeting was held on 6 December and new ways of working together were
discussed, as well as updates from the working groups: Bike Walk Picton, Freedom
Camping, Visitor Economy, Library, Environment Picton and the Communications.

ii.

The upcoming meeting on 9 February will be used to plan objectives and projects for
2017 and to update the Piston Smart and Connected Strategic Plan.
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c)

d)

Renwick community:
i.

Renwick held a combined Smart and Connected and Small Townships Programme
public meeting on Sunday, 13 November with about 60 people attending. There were
presentations from all of the Smart and Connected working groups: Water
Conservation, Roading, Community Focus, Wine Connection, Village Beautification
and Communications. This was combined with collecting information, ideas and issues
from the community that will feed in to the Renwick Small Townships Plan.

ii.

The Beautification Group have been working closely with the Small Townships
Programme on a quick win project to improve the town centre ahead of the NZ Scout
visit. Installing planter boxes made by the Menz Shed, wine barrel plant pots supplied
by the local community, bike stands and extra seating around the High Street and
Uxbridge Street intersection was completed just before Christmas.

Aquaculture
i.

e)

The Steering Group met on 14 December 2016 and participants updated the group on
progress since the last meeting. An iwi representative from Ngai Tahu had agreed to
join the stakeholder group and will attend the next meeting in February 2017. The
Steering Group also includes representatives of industry, Council and community
groups.
•

The update from the Value and Innovation working group highlighted the
opportunity to promote blue mussels in the industry with a Blue Sky Think Tank
held on 1 December. The 4-hour session held in Havelock brought together a
wide range of stakeholders from around the country including innovators,
industry, scientists, academics, entrepreneurs, mussel farmers, processors and
food providers. The session was run as a workshop and a range of creative
ideas and concepts were tested and examined within the group including use as
a high end product in restaurants to a berley bomb product for fishermen. A
funding application to Seafood Innovation Limited to support project work by
Cawthron and Plant and Food in understanding the data currently known on
blue mussels is being prepared.

•

Eric Jorgensen updated on progress made in the S&C Harmony working group.
A workshop had been scheduled for 1 February with a range of participants
involved including community groups that could identify any gaps in intelligence
from existing research on community perceptions of aquaculture in
Marlborough. If gaps exist, further research could be commissioned. Ensuring
the different communities were involved would potentially provide the platform
for any identified opportunities for improvement in how the industry works
positively with communities.

•

The Regulatory group is in recess to enable its members to participate in the
other groups discussing regulatory matters in the Sounds. It is intended that it
will focus on a longer term approach to regulatory matters, and will be
reconvened when its members are freed up from the other processes.

Wood sector
i.

A Leadership group meeting was held on 14 December.
•

A debrief was provided by the Chairman (Rick Osborne) on the recently held
forest industry event combined with the MFIA’s AGM (in November) which
featured guest speakers Stuart Nash (Labour spokesperson for Forestry) and
Mark Wheeler.
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f)

10.

A discussion on the social license responsibilities of the industry. A discussion
around identifying a suitably qualified public relations person was also had, the
main issue being affordability.

•

A date for an industry family day and the group’s annual review would be set at
the next meeting in February.

Blenheim Business Association
i.

g)

•

A presentation by the BBA features elsewhere on this agenda.

New Smart and Connected groups
i.

The start of the process to establish a Seddon Smart and Connected group has been
delayed due to the impact of the earthquake on that community. It is expected that
the process will get underway in April.

ii.

Discussions with an industry has taken place about establishing a new industry Smart
and Connected group.

Small Townships Programme (STP).
a)

Applications are now open for the 2017 Community Projects Fund for small, low cost
projects on outdoor public spaces. These can be undertaken by the Council, by the
community or a combination of both.

b)

Council has allocated approximately $50,000 each year for these projects, and any
organisation or group that represents a small township or community in Marlborough can
apply (there are some exceptions – see information sheet available on the website for details
http://www.marlborough.govt.nz/Our-Community/Small-Townships-Programme/CommunityProjects-Fund.aspx).

c)

Council recommends communities working together to identify and prioritise projects for their
townships and public spaces. This could include working with the local school to include the
children’s ideas in the project.

d)

Applications close at 5pm on Monday, 13 March 2017.

e)

More information is available on the programme and the funding application process on the
Marlborough District Council website:
http://www.marlborough.govt.nz/Our-Community/Small-Townships-Programme.aspx

11.

Regional Events Adviser
a)

Major Events
i.

21st New Zealand Scout Jamboree (29 Dec – 7 Jan) – Feedback from both locals and
the organisers of the Jamboree has been overwhelmingly positive. The Regional
Events Advisor is now liaising with the Jamboree Executive Team to organise a
debrief meeting with key MDC personnel in February. The Regional Events Advisor
will gather information from local business and affected parties prior to this meeting. A
‘thank you’ social function is being planned to follow the debrief with invitations going
to, amongst others, key MDC personnel, landowners who allowed their land to be
used, Renwick S&C Steering Group, key businesses involved in the event and the
Jamboree team. The Regional Events Advisor is working with the Jamboree Finance
Manager to capture information about the overall economic benefit to Marlborough
hosting this event.
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b)

c)

ii.

Marlborough Wine & Food Festival (Sat 11 Feb) - Tickets are selling well with sales
ahead of this time last year. VIP tickets have proven incredibly popular once again
with tickets selling out within 20 mins of going on sale online. Christchurch/Canterbury
ticket sales between 14 Nov (post-quake) and 31 Dec were approximately 50% less
than last year but sales have improved since then with January sales on par with
2016. Guest chefs have been announced – Annabelle White, Monty Koludrovic,
Mark Southon, Kasey & Karena Bird and Bradley Hornby of Marlborough Restaurant,
Arbour. Main Stage entertainment acts have also been announced – Hollie Smith,
Supergroove, The 808 Quintet (Marlborough jazz band), The Steeps and Newtown
Rocksteady.

iii.

Saint Clair Vineyard Half Marathon (Sat 13 May) - Ticket sales are ahead of this time
last year. For the 2017 event organisers have decided not to run ‘Revelry’ on Saturday
night after the race but have some very exciting ideas to keep the thousands of
visitors to the region entertained. The Regional Events Adviser is working closely with
the organisers to implement these ideas.

Regional Events
i.

The UB40 concert (Sat 7 Jan) has received very positive feedback with just a few
issues raised around the limited space, alcohol restrictions and delays on departure
caused by the police check. Event attendees have generally been very understanding
about these issues given the event had to move venues at very late notice due to
earthquake damage. Through the media, the event organiser has publicly thanked the
MDC staff and Marlborough Aero Club for their assistance in ensuring the event
continued to go ahead in Marlborough and did not have to relocate out of region.
Having a known international band has proven to be very popular and the Regional
Events Advisor will work with entertainment companies to encourage more to
Marlborough.

ii.

Regional Events Advisor and Destination Marlborough are to meet with a member of
Mud House Wines who are sponsors of the upcoming British Irish Lions Tour on
Wednesday, 25 January to see how Marlborough can capitalise on this upcoming
event.

iii.

The organiser of the Wine & Food Market that has previously run in Blenheim CBD the
day before the Marlborough Wine & Food Festival has decided not to continue with
delivering the market. The Marlborough Artisan Market will instead host a market in
The Forum and Liz Davison Place. The Regional Events Advisor is liaising with both
the Market Coordinators and the Blenheim Business Association on this event.
Feedback from the public has proven how popular CBD activity is around
Marlborough’s major events and further discussions are planned with the BBA going
forwards.

Follow-ME and Communications
i.

Follow-ME Summer Events Guide has been distributed throughout Marlborough,
Nelson and Christchurch including 18,500 copies via the Marlborough Express.
Bluebridge Ferry and Interislander Ferry have also both been approached to distribute
them on-board.

ii.

Weekly consumer e-newsletters continue to be sent out with delivery date changed
from Thursday to Tuesday to allow people more time to plan to attend the events.
E-newsletters to local businesses have resumed and will now be sent out every six
weeks (previously quarterly).

iii.

The first Event Managers meeting of 2017 has been scheduled for Tuesday,
7 February. Anthony Mullen, Chairman of the Blenheim Business Association (or a
representative) has been invited to attend to speak to the attendees about the role of
the BBA and how they can successfully work with event organisers. The intention will
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be for Event Managers meetings to take place quarterly with a speaker invited each
time.
d)

Commercial Events Fund
i.

e)

Round 1 of the Commercial Events Fund was completed before Xmas (see
Information Pack for Minutes of the Commercial Events Fund Sub-Committee).
Round 2 will open on Monday, 13 February.

Other
i.

Easter Sunday Trading Policy will be discussed elsewhere in the agenda.

Summary
12.

The partnership of MDC, Havelock Community Association and the Link Pathway Trust is working
well on the Havelock walkway and a survey of boundaries for the section from Queen Charlotte
Drive to Inglis Street will be undertaken in February.

13.

The Renwick S+C Beautification Group have been working closely with the Small Townships
Programme on a quick win project to improve the town centre ahead of the NZ Scout visit

14.

The S+C Aquaculture Value and Innovation Working Group was preparing a funding application to
Seafood Innovation Limited to support project work by Cawthron and Plant and Food in
understanding the data currently known on blue mussels.

15.

S+C Wood Sector group is planning a family day during the summer at a date to be agreed at its
February meeting.

16.

Applications are now open for the 2017 Community Projects Fund for small, low cost projects on
outdoor public spaces. These can be undertaken by the Council, by the community or a
combination of both. Council has allocated approximately $50,000 each year for these projects as
a subset of the main Small Townships Programme. Applications close at 5pm on Monday,
13 March 2017.

17.

21st New Zealand Scout Jamboree was delivered successfully. A debrief and social function will
take place with key personnel in February with an economic impact report to follow.

18.

Ticket sales for upcoming Major Events in Marlborough are ahead of this time last year showing no
major impact from the earthquake of 14 November.

19.

Commercial Events Fund Round 2 for 2016/2017 will open on 13 February.

RECOMMENDED
That the information be received.
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8. Small Townships Programme Sub-Committee
(Clr Hook)
1.

D050-001-S03

The Minutes of the Small Townships Programme Sub-Committee meeting held on
15 December 2016 are attached for ratification by the Committee.

RECOMMENDED
That the Minutes of the Small Townships Programme Sub-Committee meeting held on
15 December 2016 be ratified.
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Minutes of a Meeting of the

SMALL TOWNSHIPS FUND SUB-COMMITTEE
held in the Committee Room, 15 Seymour Street, Blenheim
on Thursday, 15 December 2016 commencing at 11.00 am

Present
Clrs Trevor Hook (Chairman), Jamie Arbuckle, Cynthia Brooks

In Attendance
Adi James (Community Advisor Marlborough Townships), Neil Henry (Manager, Strategic Planning &
Economic Development), Steve Murrin (Journeys Manager, Marlborough Roads), Chris Parnell (Network
Manager, Marlborough Roads), Dean Heiford (Manager Economic, Community & Support Services),
Rosie Bartlett (Reserves and Amenities Manager), David Craig (Finance and Information Supervisor) and
Nicole Chauval (Committee Secretary)
Steve Murrin introduced Chris Parnell, Network Manager for Marlborough Roads to members. Mr Murrin
advised that due to the significant increase in his workload following the earthquake on 14 November 2016
Chris Parnell will attend these meetings in his absence and will look after any current projects or scheduled.
1.

Minutes of the Meeting held on 30 June 2016
The previous minutes were presented for ratification by the Committee.
Clrs Arbuckle/Hook
That the minutes of the Small Townships Fund Sub-committee meeting held on 30 June 2016
be confirmed as a true and correct record.
Carried

2.

Matters Arising
No matters arising.

3.

Current Project Update
Adi James updated members on the Small Townships Project Budget which was circulated for
members’ information (Refer Appendix A):
4.1.

Wairau Valley
• Footpath complete - it was noted that the planned definition between the footpath and the
road and the kerbing opposite the church has not been actioned due to earthquake priorities
and will be looked at in early 2017. To be included in current budget.
Steve Murrin advised that the cost of the footpath ($185,000) will be within the original
amount budgeted ($242,509).).
• Church carpark – there has been significant increase in vehicles using the area since the
earthquake, particularly trucks, which has meant that the area requires further work to allow
vehicles easier entry and exit without causing damage and extra toilets are being installed.
Costs are likely to be $15,000 and this is still within footpath budget.
• Info kiosk – have all the information together, waiting on Janet Bathgate to completethe
design.
• Regional entrance signage – has come to a stop due to earthquake work taking priority.
Noted that photos have been taken just no contractors available to put them up at the
moment. It was noted that there could also be issues if using new posts due to fibre optic
cables but would be ok to use existing posts.
Members were advised there has been two community meetings and a meeting with the school.
Community feedback/plan for the Wairau Valley was circulated to members (refer Appendix B.
Adi advised that a draft township plan will available for the next meeting.
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4.2.

Havelock
Members were advised that the boardwalk is the main focus in Havelock at the moment. A
community meeting was held where the community put forward their preferred option for the
boardwalk. It was noted that there is a partnership between HCA, Link Pathway and MDC which
will be working on the next steps.
Noted there is a meeting this afternoon in Havelock with Robin Dunn from Council attending to
provide some advice.
It was reported that the next step will be to survey the pathway. Funds are available to do this
work.
Adi advised that she has met with the school and they are willing to participate in the project but
there is no date to talk to the kids yet. Members were advised that this will be tied in with the
Enviro Schools programme that is organised by Annie McDonald, Council’s Education officer.
HCA are very keen on getting the school involved.
Members were advised that a drop-in day will be organised for March next year.

4.3.

Renwick
Members were advised that the design for the town centre has been confirmed and is due to be
implemented. The design was circulated to members (refer Appendix C).
Adi advised members on the items and timeline for installing the design. It was noted that green
and purple banners highlighting Scouts and Christmas will be going up at 7am on Monday
morning (19 December).
A query was raised on the traffic flow situation post-earthquake. Steve Murrin advised that there
is a concern with regards to the pedestrian refuge and whether there is going to be enough
room for trucks to get through the gaps. Steve Murrin noted that he has given the design too
Marlborough Roads’ safety experts to look at and to advise on suitable options given the
increased traffic volumes.
Rosie Bartlett queried whether there was a maintenance programme setup for the planters. Adi
advised that Nelmac will be approached for a cost on maintenance of the planters and in the
meantime the community would be approached to seek a commitment to watering the planters
over the Christmas break. Adi will meet with Rosie to discuss when the ongoing maintenance
could be fitted into the maintenance schedule. Further discussions will be undertaken to ensure
safety and whether traffic safety plans need to be completed.
Members were advised that the Small Townships Programme can cover the cost of
maintenance for the first year only.
Rosie Bartlett advised that Reserves have done their budgets for 2017-18 and that for future
projects any maintenance requirements from Reserves needs to be identified at least
18 months in advance to enable Reserves to include in the budgets.
It was noted that the budgets will need to be increased to take up the maintenance and this
needs to be considered when considering project costs.
Clr Brooks advised that the Renwick Smart + Connected group have initiated a web page. This
web page is being advertised by way of a sheet in the township. Clr Brooks requested that this
needs to be looked at. It was noted that this is for the Smart + Connected group and Neil Henry
will action.
Steve Murrin advised members that there will be a considerable amount of works being done to
accommodate the traffic volumes being experienced currently and that this needs to be in the
forefront of people’s minds when installing planters etc.
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4.4.

Ward
Adi advised that works have been put on hold due to the aftermath of the earthquake and the
significant impact it has had on the community. It was noted that Dean Heiford and
Lyne Reeves are working closely with the community and they will advise when the community
is ready for a meeting.

4.5.

Spring Creek
Members were advised that a school visit has been completed which was very successful. It
has been agreed to have a drop-in design day on Sunday, 12 February 2017.
Adi advised that she has spoken with Rivers regarding the stopbanks and whether it would be
possible to provide recreational opportunity or beautification once stopbanks have been
repaired, as all the ideas that have come out of the community and school have been around
river access.

4.6.

Linkwater School Swimming Pool Cover
Completed.

4.7.

Anakiwa landscape plan
Members were advised that Robin Dunn is finalising some of the last costings. A site visit was
undertaken.

4.8.

Grovetown footpath
Steve Murrin advised that Grovetown School is constructing a new carpark and once it is
completed the footpath will be built. Members agreed to leave the $10,000 in the budget for the
footpath.

5.

Contestable Fund Update
The Small Townships Contestable Fund Process and Small Townships Contestable Fund –
Assessment was circulated to members (refer Appendix D). It was noted that information about the
fund will be circulated in mid-January with groups having two months to apply.
Following discussion members agreed to the following:
•

Point 6 of the Small Townships Contestable Fund – Assessment that
• ‘high level’ be replaced with ‘proof’
• ‘support’ be replaced with ‘project history’.

•

Point to now read: Proof of community involvement and project history.

It was then discussed on how we raise expectations in the right way so as to encourage projects that
don’t come under any other Council project or grant. It was also queried whether there needed to be a
cap placed on the grant so that as many groups as possible could benefit.
It was suggested that a cap on the application for funding be implemented and that information on the
fund be sent to key community groups. .
Following discussion members put forward the following recommendation.
Clrs Arbuckle/Brooks
That eligible Small Townships Contestable Fund applications be capped at $5,000.00.
Carried
Rosie Bartlett advised members that there is currently the Land Sub account which has a number of projects
that have been there for a considerable period of time and queried whether this could be used to add weight
to a particular project.
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It was agreed that when communities apply it is then identified whether this has also been a project that is on
the Land Sub account list. It was suggested that this be included in point 3 of the Contestable Fund Process.
ATTENDANCE: Steve Murrin and Dean Heiford withdrew from the meeting at 11.51am
6.

Assessment Process Considerations
Following discussions the following amendments were suggested:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Description of the project
Photos and map of the location
Landowner approval
Resource consent required - delete
Building consent or other consents required - delete
General planning requirements (to cover resource consent/building consent/hail site) add
Strategic fit with Small Townships objectives
Has the project been identified in any council or RM work programme for the next 10 years
Are there any other projects that are related that this project should work in with
Does the project meet the objectives of the fund/community plan
Are there options of external funding? Where from, requirements
What support will be provided by the community (resources, in kind support eg; volunteer hours)
How will the community benefit
What is the need for this project
Details of community involvement – which has done what so far
How will your promote the project eg; volunteer days, opening day, stories in the media
Maintenance options and costs - add

It was noted that projects that don’t fit under this process have an alternative funding avenue identified
ie; creative communities/annual plan. It was advised that just pushing projects to the annual plan is
really a last resort and that other avenues for funding needs to be identified.
7.

Next steps
Adi James to:
•

Draft a covering letter, application for the Contestable Fund and forward to members for
comment.

•

Get a list of suitable community groups from Lyne Reeves

•

Press release to go on website/Facebook etc.

•

Create an online application form

It was noted that towns currently on the full programme (Renwick, Havelock, Wairau Valley, Spring
Creek and Ward) are not eligible to apply to the Contestable Fund as any projects identified can be
included in their Township Plan. .
Members were advised that consideration needs to be given on what impact a particular project
might have on the road network particularly in terms of traffic management as this does incur costs.
Trevor Hook thanked everybody for their effort over this last year and wished everybody a great Christmas
and New Year.
There being no further business the meeting closed at 12.00 noon

Record No: 16246443
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9. Havelock Smart & Connected
(Clr Hook)

1.

A presentation by Havelock Smart and Connected Hans Neilson, Community Development
Adviser will be provided. (10 minutes).
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10. Proposed Easter Sunday Trading Hours Policy
L225-S01-01
1.

The minutes of the Proposed Easter Sunday Shop Trading Hours Policy Submission hearing
held on 12 January 2017 are attached for ratification by the Committee.

RECOMMENDED
That the Minutes of the Proposed Easter Sunday Shop Trading Hours Policy Submission
hearing held on 12 January 2017 be ratified.
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11. MDC General Bylaws 2010 Review
(Clr Hook) (Report prepared by Kaye McIlveney)

L225-06

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to make recommendations to Councillors on a review of the MDC
General Bylaws 2010 and to seek approval to commence the special consultative procedure on
proposed new bylaws replacing most of the Chapters in the 2010 Bylaws.

Background
2.

The MDC General Bylaws were made in 2010. They contain chapters on—
Chapter 1—Introductory
Chapter 2—Public places
Chapter 3—Traffic
Chapter 4—Dog Control
Chapter 5—Nuisances
Chapter 6—Cemeteries
Chapter 7—Keeping of Animals, Poultry & Bees
Chapter 8—Fire prevention

3.

Council is required to review bylaws regularly. This review must be completed by May 2017.

4.

This review does not cover the following MDC Bylaws—
(a)

Dog Control Chapter;

(b)

Speed Limit Bylaw 2014;

(c)

Navigation Bylaw 2009 and Navigation Vessel Speed Bylaw 2009;

(d)

Liquor Ban Bylaw 2011;

(e)

Tradewaste Bylaw 2011; or

(f)

Freedom Camping Bylaw 2012.

The Review Process
5.

Each Chapter of the 2010 Bylaws should be assessed separately. The perceived problems
that arise for Council in relation to the various areas covered by the 2010 Bylaws must be
identified. Next, consideration needs to be given to whether a bylaw is the most appropriate
way of addressing those problems. This allows easy identification of bylaws that are no longer
required.

6.

The next step is to consider whether the proposed Bylaws are the most appropriate form of
bylaw and whether they give rise to any implications under the New Zealand Bill of Rights
Act 1990.

Assessment and Determinations
7.

Council must make the determinations required under sections 160 and 155 of the Local
Government Act as described in paragraphs 5 and 6 of this report. A detailed staff assessment
for each Chapter of the 2010 Bylaws (except Chapter 4—Dog Control) been undertaken.
These assessments and the drafts have been reviewed by Buddle Findlay. The assessments
are summarised in paragraphs 8 to 12 below.

8.

The proposed new bylaws have been reviewed by the sub-committee previously appointed to
oversee the review (Clrs Hook, Shenfield, Taylor and Fitzpatrick).
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9.

The staff review has concluded that Chapters 2-Public Places, 3-Traffic, 5-Nuisances,
6-Cemeteries, and 7-Keeping of Animals, Poultry & Bees are now not the most appropriate
form of bylaw. The bylaws—
a)

appear overly prescriptive in some areas;

b)

miss important powers in other areas;

c)

duplicate powers Council already possesses under other legislation; and

d)

need to be revised to reflect developments in the law and technology and modern
drafting practice.

Such aspects are undertstandable given the time lapse since introduced.
10.

Chapters 2-Public Places, 3-Traffic, 5-Nuisances, 6-Cemeteries, and 7-Keeping of Animals,
Poultry & Bees would benefit from a complete rewrite as this would be more efficient an
approach than revising parts of the bylaws.

11.

Chapter 1 is an Introductory chapter and Chapter 1 should be revoked and equivalent
provisions be contained in each replacement bylaw.

12.

Chapter 8 deals with fire prevention and nuisance from smoke and ash. The Government is
radically restructuring the fire service and Council’s role in the future in relation to fire
prevention and control will be removed. Chapter 8 will not be needed once the restructure is
complete. This is expected to occur in 2018 but legislation needs to be passed by Parliament
before the restructuring can occur. In the meantime the powers in Chapter 8 are needed
especially the requirement for a permit during restricted or prohibited fire seasons in urban
areas.

13.

The current bylaws could be extended until 1 July 2018 when the new fire service will take over
the responsibilities.

14.

In summary, the Chapter assessments identify the perceived problems and conclude—
a)

Bylaws are considered to be the most appropriate way of addressing the perceived
problems.

b)

The current bylaws are not the most appropriate form of bylaw.

c)

The proposed bylaws are the most appropriate form of bylaw.

d)

The proposed bylaws do not give rise to any NZ Bill of Rights implications.

The Proposal
15.

It is proposed that Council—
a)

Repeal Chapters 1-Introductory, 2-Public Places, 3-Traffic, 5-Nuisances, 6-Cemeteries,
and 7-Keeping of Animals, Poultry & Bees of the MDC General Bylaws 2010:

b)

Replace Chapters 1-Introductory, 2-Public Places, 3-Traffic, 5-Nuisances, 6-Cemeteries,
and 7-Keeping of Animals, Poultry & Bees of the MDC General Bylaws 2010 with new
bylaws covering—
i.

Reserves & other Public Places Bylaws;

ii.

Traffic bylaws;

iii.

Parking Bylaws;

iv.

Solid Waste Bylaws;

v.

Nuisance Bylaws;

vi.

Cemeteries Bylaws; and

vii.

Animals Bylaws:
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c)
16.

Extend the expiry of Chapter 8—Fire Prevention until 1 July 2018:

A Statement of Proposal, the current bylaws, the proposed bylaws and a comparison of the
current and proposed bylaws are presented for Council approval.

Engagement & Hearings
17.

Council must consult, using the special consultative procedure, before making a decision on
this review of its bylaws.

18.

The special consultative procedure requires that a Statement of Proposal and the proposed
bylaws be made available to the public for submission.

19.

Hearings must be held for those submitters who wish to be heard. A sub-committee has
already been appointed to oversee the review and act as a hearings committee.

20.

The submission period must be a minimum of one month.

21.

The Hearing Committee will hear and deliberate on submissions then report on the hearing,
with recommendations, to Council for the final decision.

Summary
22.

Council is required to review the MDC General Bylaws 2010 by May 2017. The Dog Control
Chapter does not form part of this review as it was last reviewed in 2012 and is not due for a
review until 2022.

23.

Staff have undertaken an assessment of the bylaws and recommend that most Chapters of the
bylaws be repealed and replaced. Staff recommend that Chapter 8-Fire Prevention be retained
unaltered until 1 July 2018 awaiting the implementation of the fire service review by the
Government.

RECOMMENDED
1.

That the Committee approves the review of the MDC General Bylaws 2010:

2.

That the Committee determines that—

3.

(a)

Bylaws are the most appropriate way to address the perceived problems

(b)

The current bylaws are not the most appropriate form of bylaw

(c)

The proposed bylaws are the most appropriate form of bylaw

(d)

There are no NZ Bill of Rights implications

That the Committee decides to—
(a)

(b)

repeal and replace Chapters 1-Introductory, 2-Public Places, 3-Traffic,
5-Nuisances, 6-Cemeteries, and 7-Keeping of Animals, Poultry & Bees of the MDC
General Bylaws 2010 with new bylaws covering—
i)

Reserves & other Public Places Bylaws;

ii)

Traffic Bylaws;

iii)

Parking Bylaws;

iv)

Solid Waste Bylaws;

v)

Nuisance Bylaws;

vi)

Cemeteries Bylaws; and

vii)

Animals Bylaws; and

extend the expiry of Chapter 8—Fire Prevention until 1 July 2018

4.

That the Committee approves the draft Statement of Proposal.

5.

That the special consultative procedure be commenced.

6.

That the submission period opens on 24 February 2017 and closes on 24 March 2017.
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7.

REVIEW OF THE MDC
GENERAL BYLAWS 2010
This is the Statement of Proposal for the Review

2017

Introduction
Council is reviewing its 2010 General Bylaws.
Council has bylaws to:
•

protect the public from nuisance;

•

protect, promote, and maintain public health and safety;

•

regulate the keeping of animals;

•

regulate activity on reserves and other public places;

•

regulate traffic and parking; and

•

prevent the spread of fire.

We are required to review our bylaws regularly.

We want to know what you think about our proposal.

Our Proposal

We are proposing that we replace most of the 2010 Bylaws.
The proposed changes are:
•
•
•

to replace all of the Chapters of the 2010 Bylaws except the Dog Control and Fire Prevention
Chapters;
to extend the current Fire Prevention bylaw for at least two further years; and
to revoke the current MDC Bylaws 2010 apart from Dog Control & Fire Prevention.

We want to replace the current bylaws with plain English versions and update them to:
•
•
•

take into account legislative and technological change;
remove duplication; and
include missing provisions and powers.

Note that the Dog Control bylaws are not being reviewed at this time.
Have Your Say
The views of people who live, work and play in Marlborough are important.

Council would like your feedback on the proposed changes and
proposed new bylaws.
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Anyone can make a submission. Your submission can support or oppose the proposals.
You can make a submission online at www.marlborough.govt.nz or you can collect a form from
Council offices.
Completed forms can be emailed to bylaw submissions@marlborough.govt.nz, submitted by hand, or
posted to the Picton or Blenheim Council offices:
15 Seymour Street
Blenheim 7201

67 High Street,
Picton 7220

Your submission should clearly state—
•
•
•
•

the part of the proposed Bylaw the submission point relates to;
whether you support or oppose the provision;
the reasons for supporting or opposing the provision; and
whether or not you wish to be heard in support of your submission.

The deadline for submissions is 5pm on
24 March 2017
What Happens Next?

If you have indicated on your submission form that you would like to make a verbal submission we will
contact you to arrange a time for you to speak. The hearing on submissions will be in April 2017.
Timeline for the review

Action
Submissions on the proposed Bylaws and
Statement of Proposal are open

Date
24 February 2017
24 March 2017

Submissions close
Hearings before Council Hearing Committee

April 2017

Council resolution revoking, continuing, amending
or replacing bylaws

18 May 2017

Reviewed bylaws become operative

19 May 2017

Where can I get more information?

Copies of the Bylaw can be viewed:
•
•
•
•
•

on Council’s website at www.marlborough.govt.nz;
at Council Offices at 15 Seymour Street, Blenheim or 67 High Street, Picton;
at Council’s libraries in Blenheim (33 Arthur Street) or Picton (67 High Street);
by calling Council on 03 5207400
by emailing bylawsubmissions@marlborough.govt.nz and asking for a copy to be sent to you.
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Attachments:
Details of the Proposals
Proposed bylaws
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Proposal in Summary
Existing Bylaw

Proposal

Replacement bylaw

Chapter One: Introductory

Replace with provisions in each
replacement bylaw

Definitions and other equivalent
provisions are proposed to be
contained in each replacement
bylaw

Chapter Two: Public Places

Replace

Reserves and other Public
Places Bylaws

Chapter Three: Traffic

Replace

Traffic Bylaws
Parking Bylaws

Chapter Four: Dog Control

Not reviewed as next review not
due until October 2022

Chapter Five: Nuisances

Replace

Solid Waste Bylaws
Nuisance Bylaws

Chapter Six: Cemeteries

Replace

Cemeteries Bylaws & Controls

Adopt Cemeteries Controls
Chapter Seven: Keeping of
Animals, Poultry and Bees

Replace

Chapter Eight: Fire Prevention

Extend until July 2018

Animals Byaws

Proposals in Detail
More details are given for each of the chapters of the current bylaws below.

Chapter One: Introductory
Contains administrative provisions such as definitions, fees, and enforcement powers.
Each replacement bylaw contains it’s own definitions and provisions relating to enforcement,
permissions or licensing and revocation and savings. This means that Chapter One may be revoked
in its entirety.

Chapter Two: Public Places
The purpose of public places bylaws is to control activities undertaken on public places that can
endanger, interfere with or affect other people or can damage the public place.
The proposed replacement bylaw will apply to reserves, roads and other public places controlled or
administered by Council. It is based on a Reserves Model Bylaw with amendments to reflect the
particular problems faced in Marlborough and will apply to all public places.
In particular, the proposed bylaws—
(a)

control commercial activities, including touting and organised events, to avoid interference
with or nuisance to other users of public places and to manage litter;

(b)

regulate conduct in reserves and public places, including lighting fires, setting off fireworks
and littering, to protect public health and safety;

(c)

manage damage to property on and in the public place;
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(d)

prohibit scattering of human ashes to protect health and safety and to avoid offense;

(e)

regulate activities in reserves to protect from nuisance, promote safety and minimise conflict
between users.

Alcohol on reserves
Council has a Liquor Ban Bylaw 2011 (under review) and powers to regulate alcohol under section
147 of the Local Government Act 2002.
It is proposed that regulation of alcohol be undertaken through the separate Liquor Ban bylaws.

Dogs in public places
Council has a separate Dog Control Bylaw which regulates control of dogs in public places. It is
proposed that the control of dogs remain with the separate Dog Control Bylaw.

Chapter Three: Traffic & Parking
Traffic and parking bylaw-making powers are now contained in section 22AB of the Land Transport
Act 1998. This includes the power to leave matters for Council resolution in s22AB(3).
Most regulations relating to road use are contained in the Land Transport Act, regulations and rules
such as the Road User Rules. Bylaws are needed to regulate activities not covered by this
legislation. They relate to vehicle and road use that are problematic if not addressed by Council such
as one way roads, U-turns and weight limits on roads and regulating parking.
The proposed new bylaws separate traffic and parking into two bylaws.

Traffic
Heavy vehicles
An issue that arises from time to time is whether to impose bypass routes for heavy vehicles or ban
heavy vehicles for using certain roads. Queen Charlotte Drive has a vehicle length restriction. The
bylaw may be able to be used to address issues with trucks on some of the Sounds Roads. To allow
flexibility to be able to address each circumstance on its merits, it is proposed that the bylaws
empower Council to impose bypass routes or a prohibition on use of certain roads, require damages
or a bond to be paid by resolution.

Vehicles on beaches and unformed roads
Vehicle use on some beaches can be a problem potentially causing danger to other users and
damage to the beach and its flora and fauna. Council has received complaints about use of vehicles
on Ward Beach. To allow flexibility to be able to address each circumstance on its merits, it is
proposed that the bylaws empower Council to regulate use of vehicles on beaches and unformed
roads by resolution.

Stock on roads
Livestock being driven along or across a road can create a road safety hazard and can damage road
surfaces (effluent is very corrosive to road surfaces). There may be some roads or bridges where it is
absolutely not safe for other users were animals to cross. In other cases, it may be appropriate for
animals to be driven or crossed subject to restrictions such as traffic management plans and road
cleaning requirements.
A bylaw providing that stock cannot be grazed on, driven along or taken across any road without
Council permission will be adequate. Stock owners will apply for the permission, provide what
information Council requires and pay an appropriate fee. Council can then grant (with conditions) or
decline permission.
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Infringements
Infringement offences and fines for breaches of the bylaws are set in the Land Transport (Offences &
Penalties) Regulations 1999. The bylaw will refer to these provisions so people are aware that there
are potential fines.

Parking
Carparks, metered and time limited parks
Council needs to be able to regulate matters such as time, payment, parking within the space, and
direction of parking to provide for equity in use of parking spaces, cover the costs of providing parking
especially dedicated car parks and car parking buildings and as an incentive for people to vacate
parking spaces so others can use them.

Payment
The current bylaws are overly prescriptive in specifying the manner and method of payment. The
proposed bylaws require payment of the amounts and in the manners specified by resolution and as
shown on applicable signs and road markings. This will allow flexibility for the rules to keep pace with
changes in technology and practice.

Parking zones
Good vehicles, passenger vehicles and heavy vehicles can all have or cause issues with parking.
The proposed bylaws allow Council to control parking by those vehicles to address the problems.
Marlborough does not currently have any resident parking zones. The need for resident parking
zones in parts of Blenheim may arise during the term of the revised bylaws. This is especially so in
the residential areas in the centre of town and near particular facilities such as the hospital or rest
homes. It is a valuable tool that could be used to alleviate these problems.

Parking vehicles for advertising and sale
Council’s current bylaws do not regulate vehicles parked with for sale signs or advertising goods and
services for sale. The proposed bylaws provide that Council permission must be obtained before
such vehicles may be parked on any public place.

Heavy vehicles
Heavy vehicles such as trucks, trailers, large motor homes and campervans can create special
problems relating to parking especially on narrow or winding roads and in residential areas. They can
block sight lines for other road users as well as take up more space to park meaning less room for
other road users to park their vehicles. This has been an issue within Blenheim when truck drivers
park overnight at the side of the road outside motels or private residences.
The proposed bylaw will allow Council to be able to regulate where and when heavy vehicles may
park.

Parking on grass verges
It is proposed that the parking bylaws prohibit parking on grass and gardens in areas with a speed
limit less than 50km/h. Parking on grass verges in rural areas is unlikely to cause much damage (and
can be easily remedied). Council generally expends more resources on urban areas and more, and
more costly, damage is likely to occur.

Chapter Four: Dog Control
No proposed changes as the review for this chapter is not due until October 2022.
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Chapter Five: Nuisances
The bylaws in Chapter five cover disposal of solid waste, litter and other nuisances.
Bylaws are needed to regulate—
(a)

the collection, transportation and disposal of litter and waste.

(b)

activities undertaken on public places and on private property

They can create nuisances, cause a risk to health and safety and affect or damage people and
property.
The proposed bylaws reflect current Council waste management practices and contain flexibility to
keep up with changes in those practices.
The proposed solid waste and nuisance bylaws have been separated into two bylaws.

Solid Waste
Deposit, collection, transportation and disposal of waste
Problems can be caused through the deposit, collection, transportation and disposal of waste
especially other than to a Council waste facility.
Council needs flexibility in the provision and management of its collection, transportation and disposal
services. It is proposed that rather than include operational matters in the bylaws, Council be
empowered to prepare controls with which the public must comply. This will give the needed flexibility
to change operational matters to better manage waste and achieve the goals of Council’s Waste
Management and Minimisation Plan.
The current bylaws do not provide for the current Council practice of domestic recycling nor the
proposed commercial and industrial sorting facility. It is proposed that the bylaws be flexible enough
to deal with all Council’s current and future activities (as planned in the WMMP).

Fees & Charges
The costs of collection of waste are paid by ratepayers through their rates but fees are charged for the
deposit of waste at Council’s waste facilities. The proposed bylaws provide that fees can be set by
Council resolution. Council would still have to consult on the setting or amending of fees but would
not have to use the bylaw change process to do so.
In setting the fees, Council can rely on section 46 of the Waste Minimisation Act which provides that
Council is not limited to applying strict cost recovery and can charge fees to incentivize or
disincentivise behaviour.

Public events
Waste generated through public events is not covered by the current bylaws (for example the Wine
and Food Festival). A bylaw is proposed to require a waste plan be approved by Council and
followed by the event organisers.

Consistency with Council’s Waste Management & Minimisation Plan
The proposed bylaws are required to be consistent with the WMMP. No inconsistencies have been
identified. The proposed changes to the bylaws better allow Council to meet its objectives under the
WMMP.
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Nuisances
Vermin
The current bylaws provide that Council may take steps where a property owner has created
conditions on their property that cases a nuisance from flies, mosquitoes and other insects. It is
proposed to extend that to apply to all vermin including rats and mice.

General obligation
It is proposed that the bylaw contain a general obligation on landowners not to create a nuisance or a
public health risk.

Storage of waste in vehicles
Council receives complaints that waste is being stored in vehicles parked on the road side or on
properties. The waste can cause issues with odour and vermin. A bylaw regulating storage of waste
in vehicles is proposed.

Temporary toilets
The use of temporary toilets has increased in Marlborough over time and with that Council has had an
increase in complaints. The complaints include toilets causing issues with odour when stored on
residential properties, insecure transport so they were leaking onto the road, and their location when
in use insufficiently distant from waterways so effluent could have enter the waterways. The toilets
also need to be emptied and cleaned regularly. It is proposed that the bylaws regulate all of these
matters.

Chapter Six: Cemeteries
The bylaws in Chapter Six regulate activities in Council owned or administered cemeteries. Many of
the powers necessary to control and manage cemeteries are provided in the Burial and Cremation Act
itself. Other matters related to management do not need the force of a bylaw and may be left to
management decision-making and conditions of use. The bylaws need to be flexible to meet changing
needs and trends such as natural burials.
Bylaws are needed to control the conduct of those visiting cemeteries including—

(a)

entering outside hours, when there is no supervision of conduct and the entry is not for the
purposes of the cemetery such as visiting a grave;

(b)

damaging graves or other things at the cemetery;

(c)

driving only on the areas marked for vehicles;

(d)

bringing animals into the cemetery.

The proposed bylaws also cover—

(a)

Interment

(b)

Disinterment

(c)

Built structures

(d)

maintenance

(e)

Fees; and

(f)

Compliance
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Chapter Seven: Keeping of Animals, Poultry and Bees
The bylaws in Chapter Seven regulate the keeping of animals, poultry and bees. The keeping of
animals, poultry and bees can create odour, noise and other nuisances. They can create issues
particularly in residential areas.
The proposed bylaws contain generally the same provisions as Chapter Seven using modern drafting
practice and plain English.

Restrictions in residential areas
Some animals when kept in residential areas can cause a nuisance such as noise or odour. It is
proposed that no more than 12 birds and no more than four cats can be kept in a residential area
without Council permission. Roosters are proposed to be banned in residential areas. Pigs, bees and
farm animals are proposed to be prohibited from residential areas unless Council permission is
obtained. The permission will allow Council to assess the suitability of the property to be used for
keeping the animals on a case by case basis.

Restrictions in public places
Animals can cause danger or nuisance in public places. Council already has bylaws regulating where
dogs may go in public. It is proposed that the bylaws also impose controls on other animals in public
places.

Dogs
Dogs are not included in this bylaw as they are regulated under Council’s Dog Control Bylaws 2012.

General obligations of owners
It is proposed that the bylaw contain a general obligation on the owners of animals not to create a
nuisance or a public health risk.
The proposed bylaw provides that if the bylaws or permits are not complied with, Council can enter
the property and remove and dispose of the animals.

Chapter Eight: Fire Prevention
The need to prevent fires from spreading and control the nuisance from smoke and ash are currently
addressed under Chapter Eight. Council has an active fire permitting system to control fires in urban
areas especially in times of higher risk of spread of fires (through weather conditions).
The Government is radically restructuring the fire service and Council’s role in the future in relation to
fire prevention and control will be limited. The current bylaws may not be needed once the restructure
is complete. This is expected to be complete by July 2018.
Council proposes to extend the current bylaws so they expire on 1 July 2018.

Legislative Requirements
When reviewing a bylaw, Council must determine:
•

the bylaw is the most appropriate way of addressing the perceived problem;

•

it is the most appropriate form of bylaw; and

•

whether the bylaw gives rise to any implications under the New Zealand Bill of Rights
Act 1990.
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Is a bylaw the most appropriate way of addressing the problems?
Council is responsible for:
(a)

protecting the public from nuisance

(b)

protecting, promoting, and maintaining public health and safety

(c)

minimising the potential for offensive behaviour in public places.

Bylaws are an effective mechanism to achieve this. For example,
(a)

Controls on the road minimise safety concerns

(b)

Parking is an issue that can cause public disturbance without controls

(c)

Activities in public places can cause nuisances or danger to health and safety as well as
damage to property and offensive behaviour

Council has considered non-regulatory options for addressing the problems addressed in the
proposed bylaws. Council does not consider that non-regulatory measures will be sufficient to
adequately address the problems. The difficulty with any voluntary compliance regime is that
individuals may not have an adequate incentive to comply. Bylaws are the most effective method for
Council to control behaviour to avoid nuisance, danger and offensive behaviour.

Are the proposed bylaws the most appropriate form of bylaw?
The proposed bylaws have been drafted following a comprehensive review of Council’s various
bylaw-making powers. They use modern drafting practice and are not overly prescriptive. They are
expected to be able to cope with the rapid pace of technological change.
Council considers the proposed bylaws are the most appropriate form of bylaw.

Do the proposed bylaws give rise to any implications under the NZ Bill of Rights Act
1990?
Council considers that any limitations on the rights and freedoms granted in the New Zealand Bill of
Rights Act as a result of the proposed bylaws are no more than are reasonably necessary to achieve
the purposes of the proposed bylaws such as protecting the public from nuisance, protecting,
promoting and maintaining public health and safety, and minimising offensive behaviour.
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12. Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems Policy (RPAS)
(Mayor) (Report prepared by Dean Heiford)

L225-D01

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to adopt a Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems Policy for operations
over Council controlled land.

Background
2.

The RPAS Policy is required for the management of “drones” and their use over Council
controlled land.

3.

The policy is guided by the Civil Aviation Authority Rules parts 101 and 102 and is subordinate
to them.

4.

The policy is required to be adopted to outline the rules for drone operators within the
Marlborough District.

Policy Development Process
5.

The policy was developed with the help of an aviation industry consultant. The consultant
engaged with key stakeholders and other legislative authorities to shape the policy before it
was taken out to a wider audience for input.

6.

The final policy is attached for the Committee’s information. The policy follows the framework
adopted by most local authorities and fits within the policy measures adopted by the
New Zealand Transport Authority.

7.

The policy will be published on the Council and Marlborough Airport websites with an
associated Smart Map to allow operators to view the allowed areas of operation.

8.

A link will also be provided to the Airshare website and associated contacts for other
organisations that may be required to provide permissions.

9.

The policy will be reviewed every three years or if the associated CAA rules are amended.

Summary
10.

Council is required to have a RPAS (Drone) policy and the attached policy fulfills this
requirement. (Refer Appendix 1)

RECOMMENDED
That the Remote Piloted Aircraft System Policy be adopted.
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Appendix 1
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13. Review of Resource Consent Monitoring Fees &
Charges - Resource Management Act 1991
(Clr Hook) (Report prepared by Gina Ferguson)

E360-006-02

Purpose
1.

To provide the Council with the draft proposed schedules for fees and charges for consent
monitoring activities under Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) for the financial year
2017/18.

Background
2.

One of Council’s functions is to ensure that resource use, as facilitated by the granting of
consents, is sustainable. It is Council’s duty to monitor the exercise of resource consents.

3.

The Environmental Protection Group is responsible for discharging the Council’s ongoing
consent management responsibilities under the RMA. These include:

4.

a)

The administration and monitoring of resource consents

b)

The gathering of information necessary to monitor the state of the environment of the
region

Resource consents permit consent holders to do something that would otherwise
contravene the RMA. Marlborough District Council (MDC) administers and monitor the
following consent types as classified by section 87 of the RMA:

•
•
•
•
•

Water permit
Discharge permit
Land use consent
Coastal permit
Subdivision consent

5.

Section 36(1)(c) of the RMA allows councils to charge consent holders for costs associated
with the councils’ functions in relation to the administration, monitoring and supervision of
resource consents.

6.

Costs of ongoing administration of Resource Consent files include:

7.

a)

Acquiring and maintaining computer software that stores information about resource
consents (and compliance monitoring).

b)

Developing, updating and maintaining the information contained in Council’s databases
with regard to Resource Consents.

c)

Responding to public and personal enquiries about Resource Consents. These might be
in the form of Local Government Official Information Act requests, media requests, etc.
Council is also required to provide information with regard to resource consents to
central government.

d)

General administration of Resource Consent files.

Methods and frequency of monitoring consents differ depending on the type of consent and
conditions. Costs associated include staff time and material costs associated with monitoring a
consent, such as:
a)

Staff time for site visits and inspections;

b)

Staff time to review results, management and/or monitoring plans;
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8.

c)

Staff time for the preparation of notification of compliance and updating databases;

d)

Staff time for the preparation of abatement notices and infringement notices;

e)

Staff time for reporting and record keeping

f)

Travel costs;

g)

Laboratory testing and analysis of samples;

h)

Consultant costs, where they are used to monitor/advise on consents on behalf of
council;

i)

Disbursements, including photocopying and postage costs; and

j)

Any other actual and reasonable costs as incurred.

Fees and charges may be fixed under section 36 of the RMA after using the special
consultative procedure set out in section 83 of the Local Government Act 2002 and in
accordance with section 36(4) of the RMA.

Public versus Private Good
9.

In accordance with section 36(4), in setting the schedule of fees for administration, supervision
and monitoring of resource consents, Council has considered the relative benefits to the
consent holder and the community at large.

10.

It is generally viewed that because the monitoring activity is solely occasioned by the granting
of consent to an applicant and they directly benefit from it, the consent holder should bear the
full monitoring cost.

Consent Monitoring
11.

Council operate a strategic compliance programme, proactively monitoring activities, with
priority on those that have either a greater environmental impact, generate community concern
or are related to trends highlighted through the State of the Environment Report.

12.

The purpose of compliance monitoring is to confirm that consent holders are meeting the
conditions of their consents. The conditions on resource consents are designed to control any
adverse effects on the environment arising from the exercise of the consent. Council needs to
know that consents are being complied with. In this way we can ensure the resource being
used remains sustainable.

13.

Where Council carries out an inspection as a result of a complaint (for example, a complaint
about water pollution or odour release), the consent holder is only charged if the consent is the
cause of the complaint and is not being exercised in accordance with its conditions.

Council’s Charging Policy-Resource Management Act
14.

The MDC Charging Policy for activities undertaken under the Resource Management Act 1991
and the Local Government Act 1974 was adopted in February 2007. Council’s charging policy
is based on cost recovery. A consent holder is expected to pay the full monitoring costs (100%
cost recovery).

Council’s Revenue and Financing Policy
15.

The Council’s Revenue and Financing Policy (contained in its Long Term Plan) states that 60%
of the Environmental Protection group’s costs should be recovered from individuals (private
good) and 40% is funded by rates (public good).

16.

The Environmental Protection groups responsibilities include activities which are generally not
cost recoverable (0% cost recovery), such activities include:
a)

Responding to environmental incidents
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b)

Responding to customer complaints

c)

Reporting and record keeping of incidents/complaints

d)

Permitted activity monitoring

e)

Responding to public enquiries. These might be in the form of Local Government Official
Information Act requests, media requests, etc. Council is also required to provide
information with regard to complaints to central government.

17.

Section 36 of the RMA allows councils to charge for the costs of state of environment
monitoring where that monitoring benefits consent holders. The Council’s Revenue and
Financing Policy (contained in its Long Term Plan) states that 20% of the Environmental
Science and Monitoring group’s costs should be recovered from individuals (private good) and
80% is funded by rates (public good).

18.

Section 36(4) of the Act requires that charges for resource consent holders are limited to the
reasonable costs incurred by the consenting authority in respect of the activity to which the
charges relate.

Resource Management Fee Schedule
19.

A review of the fee schedule has been carried out (Attachment A).

20.

The Council is able to achieve its private good recovery in alignment with Council’s Revenue
and Financing Policy with the proposed schedule of fees and charges.

21.

Council has considered the relative benefits to the consent holders and the community at large
in accordance with section 36(4), in setting the proposed schedule of fees for administration,
supervision and monitoring of resource consents.

Goods and Services Tax
22.

The charges described in this document include GST.

Fixed Charges
23.

Annual Administration charge: There is no change proposed in this administration charge
amount, however it is proposed to clarify the application and frequency of this charge.

24.

The administration charge is a flat charge of $40.00 per consent per year.

25.

The administration charge applies to all active consents with ongoing administration and/or
monitoring requirements. An administration charge is not invoiced if the activity for which the
consent was granted has concluded e.g. a land use building consent where the building has
been completed.

26.

For active consents where works have not commenced i.e. within the lapse period for the
consent, the consent holder will be required to pay the administration charge.

Comparison Unitary/Regional Council Consent Administration
Charges (Monitoring)
Wellington Regional Council
West Coast Regional Council
Waikato Regional Council
Bay of Plenty Regional Council
27.

Charge $
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

$46.00
$63.25
$130.00
$111.55

Annual Monitoring Charge: Due to Council monitoring experience and some types of
consents having similar conditions, monitoring charges can be reliably calculated on an annual
basis for these types of consents. The ability to fix monitoring charges for these consent types
provides certainty to consent holders of monitoring costs. It is proposed to introduce fixed
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annual monitoring charges for Coastal permits for swing moorings and Water Take permits. In
future it is proposed to introduce further consent fixed charges where monitoring charges can
be reliably calculated on an annual basis.
28.

Proposed Annual Monitoring Charge-Coastal Permits-Swing Moorings is a flat charge of
$65.00 per mooring per consent per year. (The annual administration charge is included in this
fixed charge)

Comparison Unitary/Regional Council Consent Fixed Swing
Mooring (Monitoring) Charge (Not a Coastal Occupancy
Charge)
Waikato Regional Council
Environment Canterbury
Nelson City Council (Receiving of monitoring information is
additional)

Charge $
Annual
Annual

$221.38
$115.00

Annual

$75.00

29.

The fixed annual monitoring charge for swing moorings does not include follow up for
non-compliant permits. Staff time and material costs associated with following up of
non-compliance are charged as variable charges for actual and reasonable costs incurred.

30.

Proposed Annual Monitoring Charge-Water Take Permits- Option 1 is a flat charge of
$260.00 per meter per consent per year. (The annual administration charge is included in this
fixed charge)

31.

Proposed Annual Monitoring Charge-Water Take Permits- Option 2:

32.

a)

Water Permits take <5l/s is a flat charge of $235.00 per meter per consent per year.
(The annual administration charge is included in this fixed charge)

b)

Water Permits take >5l/s is a flat charge of $280.00 per meter per consent per year.
(The annual administration charge is included in this fixed charge)

The fixed annual monitoring charge for water take permits does not include follow up for
non-compliant permits. Staff time and material costs associated with following up of
non-compliance are charged as variable charges for actual and reasonable costs incurred.

Comparison Unitary/Regional Council Consent Fixed Water
Take Permit (Monitoring) Charge
Auckland City Council
Wellington Regional Council (including Administration charge
Hawkes Bay Regional Council
Bay of Plenty Regional Council (including Administration charge)
Tasman District Council

Charge $
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

$169.40-$2,687.00
$138.00-$9,476.00
$230.00-$278.30
$731.40-$1,141.95
$193.00-$25,500.45

Variable Monitoring Charges- Actual and Reasonable Costs
33.

Charges for supervision and monitoring in addition to the annual administration charge and any
fixed monitoring charge (Where the consent is in non-compliance) are variable. The basis for
the variable charge is the actual and reasonable cost of carrying out the compliance monitoring
for each consent.

34.

Two classes of officer hourly rates are listed in the schedule of fees according to level of
expertise.

35.

Adjustments to staff time are made pro rata if more than one monitoring locality is involved in a
site visit. Adjustments are also made on a pro rata basis if more than one consent is monitored
for a location or consent holder.
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36.

Charges apply even if all the conditions of the consent are being met.

37.

Additional compliance monitoring charges apply in situations where consent holders need to
undertake further work to meet the conditions of their resource consent and there is
consequently additional supervision work required of the Council or where abatement or
infringement notices are issued.

Comparison Unitary/Regional Council Monitoring Staff
Wellington Regional Council

Tasman District Council
Nelson District Council
38.

$138.00/hr
$120.75/hr
$155.25/hr
$150.00/hr
$148.00/hr

Council’s proposed hourly rate for staff are:

MDC Consents - Administration, Monitoring &
Supervision
Environmental Protection Officer
Student Environmental Protection Officer
39.

Charge $
Environmental
Regulation staff
Support staff
Technical expert
staff
Council staff
Council staff

Per Hour
Per Hour

Current Proposed
Charge $ Charge $
$132.00
$150.00
$66.00
$100.00

The proposed hourly rate is the same as for a MDC Resource Management Officer.

Summary
40.

It is considered that the outcome of the fee review adheres to the criteria in section 36(4) of the
Act. Specifically, the fixed charge and additional charges have the sole purpose of recovering
the actual and reasonable costs incurred by the Council in respect of the activity.

41.

The proposed fees and charges will maintain the split of cost recovery from public/private
funding sources for the Environmental protection Group in accordance with Council’s Revenue
and Financing Policy.

RECOMMENDED
1.

That the report be received;

2.

Agree to recommend that the Council:
(a)

Consult on proposed schedule of fees and charges option 1 (Attachment A) using
the special consultative procedure under section 83 of the Local Government
Act 2002. or

(b)

Consult on proposed schedule of fees and charges option 2 (Attachment A) using
the special consultative procedure under section 83 of the Local Government
Act 2002.
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Attachment A

Schedule of Proposed Fees and Charges (Consent Monitoring 2017/18)
Option 1
MDC Consents - Administration, Monitoring &
Supervision
Sampling including the contracting of an independent
consultant
Laboratory costs

Variable

Current Proposed
Charge $ Charge $
Actual
Actual

Variable

Actual

Actual

Administration fee (monitoring)

Flat Annual

$40.00

$40.00

Site inspection
Disbursements
Monitoring Charge-Water take Permits
Monitoring Charge-Swing Moorings
Environmental Protection Officer
Student Environmental Protection Officer

Variable
Variable
Flat Annual
Flat Annual
Per Hour
Per Hour

Actual
Actual
N/A
N/A
$132.00
$66.00

Actual
Actual
$260.00
$65.00
$150.00
$100.00

Change
Nil
Nil
Nil (With
clarification )
Nil
Nil
New
New
Increase
Increase

Schedule of Proposed Fees and Charges (Consent Monitoring 2017/18)
Option 2
MDC Consents - Administration, Monitoring &
Supervision
Sampling including the contracting of an independent
consultant
Laboratory costs

Variable

Current Proposed
Charge $ Charge $
Actual
Actual

Variable

Actual

Actual

Administration fee (monitoring)

Flat Annual

$40.00

$40.00

Site inspection
Disbursements
Monitoring Charge-Water take Permits <5l/s
Monitoring Charge-Water take Permits >5l/s
Monitoring Charge-Swing Moorings
Environmental Protection Officer
Student Environmental Protection

Variable
Variable
Flat Annual
Flat Annual
Flat Annual
Per Hour
Per Hour

Actual
Actual
N/A
N/A
N/A
$132.00
$66.00

Actual
Actual
$235.00
$280.00
$65.00
$150.00
$100.00
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Change
Nil
Nil
Nil (With
clarification )
Nil
Nil
New
New
New
Increase
Increase

14. Marlborough Civic Theatre Trust
(Report prepared by Martin Fletcher)

C600-005-C01-01

Purpose
1.

To update Council on the activities of the Marlborough Civic Theatre Trust.

Background
2.

Council at its 30 June 2016 meeting passed the following resolution:
“Requests the Trust to allow the Chief Financial Officer to attend Trust meetings and obtain
financial and operating information and report to the Community and Finance Committee every
six weeks.”
This report is one of the requested reports.

Comment
3.

Since the above resolution was passed, seven monthly meetings have been attended with the
most recent being held on 17 January 2017.

4.

Again the business of the meetings was heavily focused on financial and governance matters,
these included:
a)

Reviewing the theatre’s financial performance to 31 December 2016 – while the
table below shows a decrease in revenue compared to budget of $12K, it also shows a
reduction in operating costs of almost $76k. Those movements and Council’s grant
(including covering interest paid) have resulted in a surplus of almost $91K compared to
a budget deficit of $94K.

Gross Income
Less
Cost of Sales
Operating Expenses
Depreciation
Interest
Total Expenses
Operating Surplus/Deficit
Council Grant
Surplus/Deficit
b)

Year to 31 December 2016
Actual
Budget
740,782
752,759
199,637
576,899
75,000
119,276
970,812

262,175
596,219
75,000
113,406
1,046,800

(-230,030)

(-294,041)

321,000

200,000

90,970

(-94,041)

Reviewing the financial forecast to 30 June 2017 – again revenue is down reflecting
in part the Trust’s decision to reduce the charges for local productions reported to the
Committee’s December meeting. Despite this the Trust is forecasting a reduced
operating deficit and a small surplus with the Council grant. It should be noted that this
small surplus is after allowing $150,000 depreciation which is a non-cash expense and
takes no account of pledges and grant income.
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Gross Income
Less
Cost of Sales
Operating Expenses
Depreciation
Interest
Total Expenses
Operating Surplus/Deficit
Council Grant
Surplus/Deficit

Year to 30 June 2017
Forecast
Budget
1,269,823
1,407,165
380,826
1,104,430
150,000
210,326
1,845,582

569,776
1,129,539
150,000
242,605
2,091,920

(-575,759)

(-684,755)

577,000

390,000

1,241

(-294,755)

c)

Discussing the remaining items to complete the first stage of the theatre – the main
item outstanding is the lifts which is being worked through by the contractor. The final
account has been received from Robinson Construction Limited with the amount being
slightly below that signalled to the Trust late last year.

d)

The fit out of the kitchen is underway using community grant monies and pledge funding
received.

e)

Discussing how the monthly financial and activity reporting could be improved to enable
better governance.

f)

The Trust is embarking on a review of its Strategic Plan with its first meeting taking place
on 31 January 2017. The objective is to develop a One Page Strategy Map which can
then be translated into accountability targets which is in line with the Jeffries report.

Summary
5.

The Trust continues to make solid steps towards a well governed sustainable theatre that is an
asset to the Marlborough community.

RECOMMENDED
That the report be received.
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15. Financial Report for Council – Period Ended
31 December 2016
(Clr Peters) (Report prepared by Janette Somerville)

F275-002-16

1.

Attached is the financial report for Council for the first six months ended 31 December 2016.

2.

The Income Statement reports a operating surplus of $2.71M for the year to date. This is a
$1.8M improvement on the $0.91M budgeted.

3.

Included in this report is a simplified Source and Disposition of Funds Statement which shows
the movement in receipts, payments, and borrowings and investments at a high level for the
same period.

Revenue
4.

Total Income for the December year to date is ahead of budget by $1.06M (2%).

5.

Comments are provided below on variances between actual and year to date budget and year
end forecast and budget greater than $100,000: Variations in year end forecast and budget
identify the possibility of a permanent variation as compared to part year timing variations.
a)

Rates are less than budget due lower than expected metered water sales as both
Awatere and Southern Valleys’ irrigation water meters were not read for the December
quarter. The Southern Valleys’ water was only turned on mid October with minimal water
being drawn from it. Also water staff were involved in post earthquake inspections and a
number of credits were issued for water leaks. Forecast has been updated to include
revised metered water sales for the next six months.

b)

Dividend income is ahead of budget due to higher than budgeted dividends from MDC
Holdings and used to fund this year’s donation to the Civic Theatre Trust. A further
st
distribution of $556K is scheduled for payment on 1 of March after the next MDCH
board meeting. Forecast has been updated.

c)

Gain on sale of fixed assets is less than budget. Section sales revenue is recognised at
settlement and when titles have been issued, not when the sale and purchase
agreements are unconditional which can be months earlier. The 2016-17 budget
originally included the remaining Boulevard Park on Taylor 3A and 3B sections, however
all but two were sold in the 2015-16 year. The actual amount relates to the final two 3A
section sales. The sale of the 10 Westview sections (stage 5) is now anticipated in April
2017 when title is expected. Stage 4 is budgeted to be sold in the 2017-18 year once the
Taylor Pass High Reservoir is complete and operational. Sale & purchase agreements
are held for 72 of the 77 sections available in both stages.

d)

Funds received from Marlborough Regional Forestry are higher than originally budgeted
because log prices are exceptionally good at present. Production is expected to ramp up
in mid February with a second harvesting crew as logging will be on easy terrain with
large tree volumes. An additional $177K was received in January 2017. Forecast
reflects the latest estimate.

e)

Property and other revenue is ahead of budget mainly due to increased corridor access
fees together with unbudgeted insurance recoveries and Port Marlborough directors
fees. Forecast has been updated.

f)

Roads and footpaths income is less than budget mainly due to:
i.

Slower than anticipated subdivision and development contributions together with
development impact levies.
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ii.

Less than budgeted NZTA subsidy on capital expenditure projects. This is reliant
on the timing of expenditure incurred. Forecast has been updated to include
increased subsidy on earthquake expenditure (refer to 7e i below).

g)

Sewerage revenue is ahead of budget due to higher than expected trade waste charges
as a result of last year’s vintage. The total water consumed in 2015-16 is the basis for
the 2016-17 charges. Forecast has been updated.

h)

Water forecast reflects the reduced level of government subsidy expected this year for
the Seddon water treatment plant which is now anticipated to carryover into 2017-18 due
to design and development delays.

i)

Solid Waste Management revenue is ahead of budget because of:
i.

Higher than anticipated dump fees.
This favourable variance is offset in part by;

ii.
j)

Slower than expected sales of greenwaste and recyclables.

Compliance is ahead of budget due to:
i.

Higher than expected compliance infringements and monitoring charges.

ii.

Increased Liquor licence revenue to budget. The main reasons are a marked
increase in special “one-off” licences, an increase in the management fee of $160
and the charge of an additional annual fee on top of the application fee. Forecast
has been updated.

k)

Biosecurity revenue is ahead of budget due to a contract negotiated with the Ministry for
Primary Industries. MDC is the fund holder in Marlborough for the delivery of Wilding
Conifer control works for Molesworth and the funds received in December. The works
are being contracted to the Department of Conservation and will be completed by 30
June 2017 (refer 7i below). Forecast has been updated.

l)

Regional Development is less than budget due to slower than anticipated capital grants
for the Flaxbourne Irrigation scheme. The grants are paid progressively upon on
completion of agreed milestones which have been delayed whilst further options are
being considered. Forecast reflects the latest estimate.

Expenditure
6.

Total operating expenditure is less than budgeted by $0.73M (2%).

7.

Comments are provided below on variances greater than $100,000:
a)

Community Housing is less than budget as some maintenance of units has been delayed
awaiting the outcome of the review of the Council’s housing portfolio. Forecast has been
updated.

b)

Community Support is ahead of budget due to the continuing higher than budgeted
uptake of energy efficiency services, predominately the Solar water heating scheme.
Demand for these services is expected to increase with the introduction of the Home
clean heating scheme. Payments to service providers are included in the energy
efficiency rate levied over 9 years to those rate payers accepted into a scheme. The
forecast has been updated to reflect latest estimate.

c)

Emergency Management is ahead of budget due to unbudgeted emergency response
expenses associated with the November earthquakes.
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d)

e)

Community Facilities is less than budget due to:
i.

Funds for Horton Park projects to now be part of the Lansdowne Park capital
development.

ii.

Less than budgeted contracts for the many reserves, halls and public
conveniences.

iii.

Repairs and maintenance less than anticipated.

iv.

Less than budgeted depreciation due to delays with the capital expenditure
programme last financial year.

v.

Less than budgeted internal loan interest due to deferrals and delays in the
2015-16 capital expenditure programme. Interest on new loans for the 2016-17
will be calculated on the actual spend this year and charged in funding at year
end. Forecast has been updated

Roads and footpaths expenditure is ahead of budget mainly due to:
i.

Higher than expected emergency reinstatement costs due to the November
earthquake and flood events. The forecast has been updated for expected further
costs.

This unfavourable variance has been partially offset by lower than expected expenditure
on;

f)

ii.

Various road maintenance including cyclepaths, level crossings, sealed and
unsealed pavements, traffic services and structure. Most of this work is
programmed for the second half of the financial year and we envisage it will be
close to budget by year end.

iii.

Regional land transport planning with the review of the plan due to commence
shortly. Completion of the review is expected in 2017-18 and we expect to
carryover $30K to the 2017-18 operational budget.

iv.

Depreciation and internal loan interest due to savings, deferrals and delays in the
2015-16 capital expenditure programme. Interest on new loans for the 2016-17
will be calculated on the actual spend this year and charged in funding at year
end.

Sewerage is slower than budget due to:
i.

Lower treatment costs which are seasonal as a result of the vintage and we expect
the majority of the variance to be corrected by May 2017.

ii.

Less than budgeted internal loan interest due to savings, deferrals and delays in
the 2015-16 capital expenditure programme. Interest on new loans for the 201617 year will be calculated on the actual spend and charged in funding at year end.
These favourable variances are partially offset by;

iii.

g)

Higher than expected reticulation and pump station maintenance. Forecast has
been updated.

Water is less than budget due to;
i.

Lower treatment costs which are seasonal and we expect the majority of the
variance to be corrected by May 2017.
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ii.

Less than budgeted depreciation and internal loan interest due to savings,
deferrals and delays in the 2015-16 capital expenditure programme. Interest on
new loans for the 2016-17 year will be calculated on the actual spend and charged
in funding at year end.
These favourable variances are partially offset by;

iii.
h)

Higher than expected reticulation maintenance. Forecast has been updated.

Solid Waste Management forecast is less than budget mainly due to:
i.

Less than budgeted depreciation and internal loan interest due to the late
completion of the CIF building which opened in November.

ii.

Consultancy is slower than anticipated. This is expected to be close to budget at
year end and is a result of timing of the budget spread.

i)

Biosecurity forecast is expected to be higher than budget due to contractor costs
associated with the unbudgeted Wilding conifer control works. Revenue to cover these
expenses has been received re (5k above).

j)

Regional Development is less than budget due to:

k)

i.

Less than budgeted Southern Valleys’ irrigation pump station power and
reticulation maintenance for the first six months due to the late start.

ii.

Less than anticipated consultancy.

iii.

Slower than anticipated uptake of event grants approved in the 1st round of
applications together with other grants for NZ Research Institute of Viticulture and
Oenology as well as event co-ordination expenses.

iv.

Less than budgeted depreciation due to delays with the Flaxbourne capital
expenditure programme last financial year.

v.

Less than budgeted internal loan interest due to deferrals and delays in the 201516 capital expenditure programme. Interest on new loans for the 2016-17 will be
calculated on the actual spend this year and charged in funding at year end.
Forecast has been updated.

External interest expense is lower than anticipated due to the savings, deferrals and
delays in the 2015-16 capital expenditure programme resulting in less external
borrowings. Forecast has been updated.

Capital Expenditure
8.

Budgeted capital expenditure for the year is $70.88M including $22.64M of carryovers from the
2015-16 financial year.
Actual expenditure of $15.85M to the end of December is $4.01M higher than the same period
last year ($11.84M) and $18.17M less than budgeted for the year to date. Investment activities
forecast includes the expected costs for development of Stages 4 and 5 Boulevard Park on
Taylor brought forward to the 2016-17 financial year and net of stage 5 sales.

9.

Indications are that there is likely to be deferrals and carryovers to 2017-2018 of approximately
$16.17M in the following activities:
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Activity

$M

Community Facilities

$0.5M

Picton Historic restoration works and
Omaka Cemetery developments slower
than expected. Seymour Square public
conveniences are likely to be deferred
until 2017-18 as now looking to refurbish
rather than replacing the existing facility.

Flood Protection & control
works

$0.9M

Stopbank progress delayed as land owner
access approval negotiations taking
longer than expected in lower Wairau due
to the complicated ownership structure of
Maori land. Rock & gambion works at
Tuamarina below the rail bridge have
been deferred to undertake the whole
project in 2017-18 in one construction
contract. New Farm Park wool shed and
farm infrastructure deferred until 2017-18.

Regional Development

$4.5M

Delays with the Flaxbourne Irrigation
scheme whilst alternative options are
being investigated..

Roads & footpaths

Comment

$3.57M

Blenheim CBD works including 2 High St
and small towns projects will continue into
next year. We also expect the Old
Renwick Road upgrade to cater for
subdivisional growth and LED street light
conversions to be deferred to 2017-18
due to other priorities. Major rehabilitation
of the Waihopai Valley road as well as
some town entry signage also deferred.

$5M

Picton main trunk sewer upgrade – tender
delayed resulting in the completion of the
project now expected to be in 2017-18.

Stormwater

$0.4M

Muller Road link to the Town Branch drain
& Redwood St upgrade delayed.

Water

$1.3M

Seddon treatment plant works scheduled
for later in the 2017 calendar year.

Sewerage
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Source and Disposition of Funds Statement
Source and Disposition of Funds
for the 6 months ending 31 December 2016

Actual
$000's

Receipts from rates revenue
Receipts from user charges
Receipts from property rentals
Subsidies
Interest and dividends

31,515
7,912
2,906
4,035
1,002

Sale of assets
Other revenue
Cash flow inwards
Net GST movements
Payments for operating costs
Payments for capital expenditure
Cash flow outwards

351
8,965
56,685
(1,085)
(46,679)
(15,911)
(62,590)

Net reduction in investments

5,786

Net increase/(decrease) in cash

(119)

Cash and cash equivalents:
at the beginning of the year

793

as at 31 December 2016

674

RECOMMENDED
That the financial report for the period ended 31 December 2016 be received.
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Income and Expenditure Statement
31 December 2016

Income

actual

Rates
-less remissions
Rates
Rates penalty income
Total Rates
Other Income
Dividends
Interest Revenue (external)
Petroleum Tax
Gain on Sale of Fixed Assets
Marlborough Regional Forestry
Property and Other Revenue
Total Other Income
Activity Income
Democratic Process
Culture and Heritage
Community Housing
Community Safety
Community Support
Library Services
Emergency Management
Community Facilities
Roads and footpaths
Flood protection and control works
Sewerage
Stormwater drainage
Water Supply
Solid Waste Management
Environmental Policy
Environmental Science and Monitoring
Resource Consents
Building Control
Compliance
Biosecurity (Pest Management)
Harbours
Regional Development
Total Activity Income

year to date
budget

variance

forecast

30,615,186
(313,349)
30,301,838
198,748
30,500,586

30,858,320
(271,355)
30,586,965
172,500
30,759,465

(243,134)
(41,994)
(285,127)
26,248
(258,879)

-1%
15%
-1%
15%
-1%

711,140
291,033
189,950
203,176
1,416,000
1,375,471
4,186,770

450,000
347,940
183,500
903,450
885,000
1,201,797
3,971,686

261,140
(56,907)
6,450
(700,274)
531,000
173,674
215,084

58%
-16%
4%
-78%
60%
14%
5%

759
174
603,846
62,970
141,819
66,298
7,642
706,986
3,839,418
1,602,575
1,433,704
42,016
227,083
3,696,550
36,935
16,844
769,896
1,369,631
906,451
283,048
481,974
1,045,853
17,342,471

20,840
563,850
67,950
126,530
79,500
19,600
695,047
4,780,880
1,594,643
1,318,135
38,000
251,575
3,259,493
2,500
782,500
1,299,500
792,524
16,000
464,027
1,295,058
17,468,152

(20,081)
174
39,996
(4,980)
15,289
(13,202)
(11,958)
11,940
(941,462)
7,932
115,569
4,016
(24,492)
437,056
36,935
14,344
(12,604)
70,131
113,928
267,048
17,947
(249,205)
(125,681)

-96%
7%
-7%
12%
-17%
-61%
2%
-20%
0%
9%
11%
-10%
13%
574%
-2%
5%
14%
1669%
4%
-19%
-1%

5a

5b

5c
5d
5e

5f
5g
5h
5i

5j
5k
5l

whole year
budget

62,083,165
(695,000)
61,388,165
389,325
61,777,490

61,975,542
(542,710)
61,432,832
345,000
61,777,832

1,267,140
623,237
372,500
1,203,176
2,600,000
2,605,871
8,671,924

41,680
174
1,180,908
146,507
265,699
145,079
25,267
1,351,485
12,272,907
2,917,198
2,810,973
281,214
879,285
6,373,058
36,935
19,378
1,525,524
2,648,928
1,088,291
297,723
514,500
2,190,359
37,013,073

variance

107,623
(152,290)
(44,667)
44,325
(342)

0%
28%
0%
13%
-0%

900,000
695,880
367,000
2,300,233
1,770,000
2,403,593
8,436,706

367,140
(72,643)
5,500
(1,097,057)
830,000
202,278
235,218

41%
-10%
1%
-48%
47%
8%
3%

41,680
1,127,700
135,900
253,060
159,000
39,200
1,369,783
10,293,255
2,989,286
2,662,068
276,000
1,629,285
5,984,165
5,000
1,565,000
2,599,000
969,974
32,000
498,054
2,590,116
35,219,526

0
174
53,208
10,607
12,639
(13,921)
(13,933)
(18,298)
1,979,652
(72,088)
148,905
5,214
(750,000)
388,893
36,935
14,378
(39,476)
49,928
118,317
265,723
16,446
(399,757)
1,793,547

0%
5%
8%
5%
-9%
-36%
-1%
19%
-2%
6%
2%
-46%
6%
288%
-3%
2%
12%
830%
3%
-15%
5%

2016-17 YTD Activity Income

$000's
40,000
35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

budget

Dec

Jan

actual

Total MDC Income
Total revenue which is non-cash or
tied to a reserve or to fund capex

52,029,827

52,199,303

(6,638,962)

(7,874,125)

Total MDC Operating Income

45,390,865

44,325,178

(169,476)

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

forecast
-0%

107,462,487

105,434,064

1,235,163

-16%

(17,255,935)

(17,960,603)

1,065,687

2%

90,206,552

87,473,461
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2,028,423

2%

704,668

-4%

2,733,091

3%

Income and Expenditure Statement
31 December 2016

Expenditure

actual

Activity Expenditure
Democratic Process
Culture and Heritage
Community Housing
Community Safety
Community Support
Library Services
Emergency Management
Community Facilities
Roads and footpaths
Flood protection and control works
Sewerage
Stormwater drainage
Water Supply
Solid Waste Management
Environmental Policy
Environmental Science and Monitoring
Resource Consents
Building Control
Compliance
Biosecurity (Pest Management)
Harbours
Regional Development
Total Activity Expenditure
Includes Internal Interest

year to date
budget

variance

1,612,405
3,305,613
631,754
113,515
1,219,992
1,085,322
677,456
4,944,643
10,309,940
2,464,469
4,982,162
1,021,472
4,120,898
4,345,878
726,014
2,185,257
1,229,971
1,579,404
1,231,805
637,478
736,479
2,821,293
51,983,221
2,803,812

1,578,726
3,301,479
730,065
138,647
1,072,900
1,086,785
532,270
5,268,537
10,175,796
2,399,334
5,274,815
1,071,272
4,271,718
4,427,509
748,020
2,165,176
1,250,327
1,526,015
1,251,086
645,100
830,050
3,125,878
52,871,505
3,403,028

(33,679)
(4,134)
98,310
25,132
(147,092)
1,462
(145,186)
323,893
(134,144)
(65,135)
292,654
49,800
150,820
81,631
22,006
(20,080)
20,357
(53,390)
19,281
7,622
93,572
304,584
888,283
599,216

49,179,409

49,468,476

289,067

forecast
-2%
-0%
13%
18%
-14%
0%
-27%
6%
-1%
-3%
6%
5%
4%
2%
3%
-1%
2%
-3%
2%
1%
11%
10%
2%
18%

7a
7b
7c
7d
7e
7f
7g
7h

7i
7j

1%

whole year
budget

variance

3,158,778
3,530,794
1,236,516
252,255
2,195,237
2,134,851
1,016,309
9,216,605
22,020,634
4,848,818
10,080,784
2,094,694
8,210,850
8,461,086
1,449,509
4,279,817
2,466,647
3,090,680
2,553,093
1,539,940
1,527,529
5,907,972
101,273,400
6,090,871

3,156,686
3,544,295
1,351,979
277,272
2,040,994
2,143,365
882,629
9,600,700
20,339,662
4,782,005
10,523,701
2,136,787
8,407,425
8,695,733
1,495,873
4,282,583
2,500,305
3,051,082
2,499,716
1,289,484
1,600,282
6,234,127
100,836,687
6,806,057

(2,091)
13,501
115,463
25,017
(154,243)
8,514
(133,680)
384,095
(1,680,972)
(66,813)
442,917
42,093
196,575
234,647
46,364
2,766
33,658
(39,598)
(53,377)
(250,456)
72,752
326,155
(436,713)
715,186

-0%
0%
9%
9%
-8%
0%
-15%
4%
-8%
-1%
4%
2%
2%
3%
3%
0%
1%
-1%
-2%
-19%
5%
5%
-0%
11%

95,182,529

94,030,631

(1,151,898)

-1%

2016-17 YTD Activity Expenditure

$000's
120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

budget
Other expenditure
Interest expense (external)
Property and other expenditure
Total other expenditure
Total MDC expenditure
Total expenditure which is non-cash or
reserve funded
Total MDC operating expenditure
Operating SURPLUS

Dec

Jan

Feb

actual

710,317
1,513,651
2,223,969

1,005,000
1,492,175
2,497,175

294,683
(21,476)
273,206

51,403,378

51,965,651

562,273

(8,719,595)
42,683,783
2,707,082

(8,550,575)
43,415,076
910,102

(169,020)
731,293
1,796,979

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

forecast

29%
-1%
11%
1%
2%
2%
197%

7k

1,507,273
2,404,062
3,911,335

2,010,000
2,439,382
4,449,382

502,727
35,320
538,047

25%
1%
12%

99,093,864

98,480,013

(613,851)

-1%

(15,874,060)
83,219,804
6,986,748

(14,584,588)
83,895,425
3,578,036

(1,289,472)
675,621
3,408,712

9%
1%
95%
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Capital Expenditure Statement
31 December 2016

Net capital expenditure
Democratic Process
Community Housing
Community Support
Library Services
Emergency Management
Community Facilities
Roads and footpaths
Flood protection and control works
Sewerage
Stormwater drainage
Water Supply
Solid Waste Management
Environmental Science and Monitoring
Consents and Compliance
Harbour Control
Regional Development
Investment activities
Corporate Overheads
Total Net Capital Expenditure

year to date
actual

budget

(22,609)
315,490
15,550
2,388,592
3,123,923
427,912
763,326
22,974
4,205,729
2,112,134
87,302
4,867
(4,734)
215,250
1,149,767
1,040,005
15,845,479

7,659
82,500
163,346
2,741,088
23,000
3,597,865
8,364,784
1,211,618
6,069,871
429,900
5,366,243
1,089,138
110,000
3,250
261,200
3,064,580
63,000
1,362,590
34,011,630

whole year
variance

30,267
82,500
163,346
2,425,598
7,449
1,209,273
5,240,860
783,706
5,306,546
406,926
1,160,514
(1,022,996)
22,698
(1,617)
265,934
2,849,330
(1,086,767)
322,585
18,166,151

395%
100%
100%
88%
32%
34%
63%
65%
87%
95%
22%
-94%
21%
-50%
102%
93%
-1725%
24%
53%

forecast

budget

(22,609)
165,000
306,690
5,287,107
36,794
7,736,597
14,022,186
1,906,247
7,122,619
651,280
9,578,749
2,692,141
263,041
7,847
256,170
1,539,146
4,099,407
3,455,764
59,104,176

15,317
165,000
306,690
5,482,165
46,000
7,066,057
17,915,232
2,723,244
12,309,749
1,059,809
10,987,226
2,178,286
220,000
6,500
522,396
6,039,146
16,000
3,816,975
70,875,790

variance
37,926
248%
195,058
4%
9,206
20%
(670,540)
-9%
3,893,045
22%
816,997
30%
5,187,130
42%
408,529
39%
1,408,477
13%
(513,856)
-24%
(43,041)
-20%
(1,347)
-21%
266,226
51%
4,500,000
75%
(4,083,407) -25521%
361,211
9%
11,771,615
17%

2016-17 YTD Net Capital Expenditure

$000's
80,000
70,000
60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct
budget

Nov

Dec
actual

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

forecast
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May

Jun

16. Information Package
RECOMMENDED

That the Planning Finance & Community Information Package dated 9 February 2017 be
received and noted.
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17. Decision to Conduct Business with the Public Excluded
Decided:
That the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this
meeting, namely:
-

Debtors’ Overdue Report

-

Marlborough Heritage Trust – Trustee Appointments

The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for
passing this resolution in relation to each matter and the specific grounds under Section 48(1) of
the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this
resolution are as follows:
General Subject of each
matter to be considered

- Debtors Overdue
Report
- Marlborough Heritage
Trust – Trustee
Appointments

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation to
each matter

Ground(s) under Section 48(1) for
the passing of this resolution

In order to protect the
privacy of natural
persons, as provided for
under Section 7(2)(a).

That the public conduct of the
relevant part of the proceedings of
the meeting would be likely to result
in the disclosure of information for
which good reason for withholding
exists under Section 7 of the Local
Government Official Information and
Meetings Act 1987.
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